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BEMIDJI – SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Bemidji derives a part of its economic vitality from the natural environment in which it lies. Lake
Bemidji and the Mississippi River are predominant in this natural environment and these two resources face
water quality challenges in the years ahead. Through this Surface Water Management Plan (SWMP) the City
of Bemidji develops requirements that regulate stormwater discharges to surface water resources. The
requirements hold the line on further degradation due to the City’s own discharges. Given that Lake Bemidji
and the Mississippi River receive discharge from much larger areas than controlled by Bemidji it is necessary
that similar controls be implemented outside Bemidji to ensure stable and improving water quality.
The City of Bemidji is also an MS4 Community and thus faces a changing regulatory structure that will
require new and innovative stormwater management techniques. MS4 stands for Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System and is the permit under which many cities are covered by the Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency. This coverage comes with certain requirements like the municipal Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP). For 30 cities this permit also comes with nondegradation reporting requirements in addition
to the SWPPP. These selected MS4s must submit information describing their pollutant loading increases
since 1988 and a plan for reasonable and practical Best Management Practices (BMPs) to reduce loading to
1988 levels. Anticipating that nondegradation reporting will eventually extend to Bemidji, this SWMP
describes stormwater discharge controls that meet nondegradation requirements of no increase of
phosphorus, total suspended solids, or water volume.
A third component of this SWMP is to demonstrate a practical basis for considering flexibility in applying
Bemidji’s shoreland ordinance to redevelopment within the Downtown and Central Business District. The
essence of flexibility is demonstrating that the City’s standards are rigorous enough to protect Lake Bemidji
and the Mississippi, and thus rigorous enough to allow some flexibility in their application to Downtown
and the Central Business District.
This SWMP sets the major policy direction for Bemidji through the goals and policies contained in Section 5.
Support for these goals and policies is provided in preceding sections which describe the current regulatory
climate and the current state of the waters within the Bemidji Area. The SWMP is intended to be used in
conjunction with two other documents: City of Bemidji Design Guide and City of Bemidji Developer’s
Guide. The design guide provides more detail on Bemidji’s design standards and presents several
calculation examples using those standards. The separate Developer’s Guide is an excerpt from the Design
Guide highlighting submittal requirements, design standards and performance standards.
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BEMIDJI – SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN

1

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1.1

PURPOSE

This Surface Water Management Plan (SWMP) will serve as a comprehensive planning document to guide
the City of Bemidji in conserving, protecting, and managing its surface water resources. This plan may be
periodically amended to remain current with local practices and policies.
The Bemidji SWMP results from regulatory challenges faced by the City as well as the City’s desire –
expressed by City policy makers, staff, and residents – to preserve the Bemidji’s natural heritage.
1.2

SCOPE

This SWMP is organized as follows:
Section 2: Describes the physical setting; history, natural resources and land uses within the City.
Section 3: Describes the regulatory agencies having jurisdiction in Bemidji and the regulatory context in
which the SWMP operates.
Section 4: Summarizes surface water assessments conducted previous to the SWMP by Bemidji, state and
federal agencies, and other local units of government. The impact Bemidji’s storm water
management program has on assessed surface waters is also discussed.
Section 5: Lists the goals and policies that form Bemidji’s storm water management program.
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2

PHYSICAL SETTING

2.1

LOCATION AND HISTORY

The City of Bemidji lies within the north central portion of Minnesota where the Mississippi River enters
Lakes Irving and Bemidji. Bemidji lies at the convergence of three major highways: Trunk Highway 89 and
U.S. Highways 71 and 2, as shown on Figure 2.1. The name Bemidji originates from an Ojibwe word for
“lake with cross waters” referring to the crossing of the Mississippi River through Lake Bemidji. In 1896 the
Village of Bemidji was incorporated. Growth was spurred by rail connections and lumber.
Bemidji is the county seat of Beltrami County. Beltrami County encompasses 16,887 acres of lakes and
459,851 acres of state forest lands. Within the county lie 86 townships and portions of two Indian
reservations: Red Lake and Leech Lake. According to the United States 2004 Census the County population
is currently 42,263. Beltrami County was formed out of Becker County, which was one of the state’s
original nine counties. The legislature authorized the creation of Beltrami County in 1893. In May 1897, the
legislature designated Bemidji as the county seat. Bemidji is the first city on the Mississippi geographically
and covers an area of 16 square miles at an elevation of 1,356 feet.
Prior to European settlement, Native Americans had permanent settlements along the south shore of the
lake. In 1888, brothers George Earl and Merian Ellsworth Carson founded Carson’s trading post and thus
became Bemidji’s first businessmen of European descent. In the late 19th century, most European descended
inhabitants arrived as workers for lumber companies or as homesteaders. As Bemidji’s logging industry
grew so did the commercial development that served the growing logging population.
By 1898, the Great Northern Railroad had been built through the south end of Bemidji and the Brainerd
and Minnesota Railway connected Bemidji to the south. The rail connections between Bemidji, St. Paul and
Grand Forks brought lumberjacks, speculators and modern building supplies.
One early resident, Tams Bixby, had a vision for Bemidji’s future. He was quoted as saying, 'Bemidji will
become Minnesota's favorite summer and health resort and the summer sojourner will find ready at hand,
an infinite variety of ways and means with which to wile away the long hours of a summer's day. The
devotee of rod and reel and the chase could scarcely choose a more inviting point than that offered by
Bemidji. Tarns Bixby’s vision has become a reality for Bemidji is now defined by the recreational
opportunities it offers to Minnesotans.
In recent years annexation and growth have accelerated. Bemidji’s population is currently estimated at
13,059. The Greater Bemidji Area is anticipated to grow through 2020, as shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1
Bemidji Area Population
Population
15,190
16,430
17,543
18,872
19,661
21,000
23,000

Households
4,412
5,689
6,268
7,150
7,482
8,150
9,100

Source: Greater Bemidji Area Land Use Plan

The Greater Bemidji Area includes the City of Bemidji, Bemidji Township, and Northern Township.
A joint powers board is the policy body for land use planning within the Greater Bemidji Area.
2.2

TOPOGRAPHY AND LANDSCAPE

Natural landscape features are a strong element in defining Bemidji’s character. Water resources in the area
are abundant, including the sister lakes Bemidji and Irving and a portion of the Mississippi River on the east
side of Lake Bemidji.
This topography was shaped by the final advance and retreat of glaciers in Minnesota. These glaciers left
behind Lake Bemidji and the areas rolling topography. The sandy and gravelly till of the moraine has been
reworked over the centuries by weather and vegetation. Large blocks of ice remained within the moraine as
the glaciers retreated, melting to form the wetlands, swamps, bogs and lakes for which Bemidji is known.
Thick glacial drift covers bedrock over most of the subsection. Drift thicknesses range from 200 to over 600
feet.
Bemidji lies within the Chippewa Plains subsection of the Minnesota Northern Lakes and Forests ecoregion.
Level to gently rolling lake plains and till plains characterize this subsection. Prior to settlement, conifers
dominated the sandier portions of the subsection. Also present on more productive sites were aspen, birch,
sugar maple, basswood, northern red oak, and bur oak. Typically, presettlement vegetation was a mixture
of the deciduous and conifer forests. White pine and red pine were present on the moraines. Jack pine was
the dominant cover type on outwash plains and sandy lake plains. Hardwoods grew in sheltered areas of
the moraines, generally close to large lakes. Forested lowlands were occupied by black spruce, tamarack,
white cedar, and black ash. Non-forested wetlands were dominated by sedge meadow communities.
2.3

SOILS

The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) published the Soil Survey of Beltrami County Minnesota in 1980.
The Soil Survey provides mapping and physical properties for soil types found in the area. The Soil Survey
was added to the Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) Database1 in 2005, providing digital access to the
information.
The Soil Survey assigns each soil type to a hydrologic soil group, according to the soil’s ability to
infiltrate water during long-duration storms. The four hydrologic soil groups are: Group A – high
infiltration, Group B – moderate infiltration, Group C – slow infiltration, and Group D – very slow
infiltration. Most of the soil types in Bemidji are classified in hydrologic soil Group A.
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Figure 2.2 shows the relative amount and hydrologic soil group for the primary soils identified within
Bemidji. Highly variable soils are characteristic of the glacial moraine formation. The majority of soils within
Bemidji are classified in the Graycalm-Menahga soil series, formed in and over loamy glacial till.
2.4

GROUNDWATER

The City of Bemidji obtains its drinking water from five municipal wells which pump from a confined aquifer
beneath the Bemidji-Bagley sand plain aquifer. The sand and gravel deposits left by the glacial moraine are
good sources for water supply and are located in present and former drainage ways. Bemidji’s Drinking
Water Supply Management Area is largely bounded by the airport property where a concern over airport
operations and potential chemical spills has led to more stringent monitoring of groundwater quality.
2.5

CLIMATE

Climate data for Bemidji (Station 210643) are published by the National Weather Service (NWS) station at
Chanhassen, MN. The NWS is a branch of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 provide a summary of precipitation and snowfall data for Bemidji.

Month:
Inches:

Month:
Snow (in):

JAN
0.64

FEB
0.47

OCT
0.8

Table 2.2
Average Monthly Precipitation, 1948 - 2004
MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT
0.84 1.73 2.81 3.91 3.89 3.37 2.46 1.88
Table 2.3
Average Monthly Snowfall, 1948 - 2004
NOV
DEC
JAN
FEB
MAR
5.8
7.1
9.3
5.5
7.4

NOV
0.85

APR
3.6

DEC
0.70

MAY
0.3

Annual
23.55

Annual
41.1

Rainfall frequency estimates are used as design tools in water resource projects. Rainfall frequencies are
summarized in Technical Paper No. 40, Rainfall Frequency Atlas of the United States, published by the U.S.
Weather Bureau in 1961. The U.S. Weather Bureau was combined with other agencies in 1970 to form the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Rainfall frequencies for Bemidji are listed below:
Table 2.4
Rainfall Frequencies
Recurrence Interval (yrs)
1
2
5
10
25
50
100

Bemidji
Surface Water Management Plan

24-hr Rainfall Depth (in)
2.0
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2.6

WATER RESOURCES

2.6.1

RIVERS

The Mississippi River from its headwaters at Lake Itasca to the southern border of Morrison County is
designated an “outstanding resource value water” in MN Rule 7050.0180. The Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) manages the Riverway. The purpose of the designation is to conserve and protect
the scenic, recreational, historic and cultural resources of the river, and maintain a high standard of
environmental quality within the Riverway.
The Mississippi River Headwaters Board consists of members from Clearwater, Beltrami, Cass, Itasca, Aitkin,
Crow Wing and Morrison Counties. The goal of the board is protection of the natural, historical, cultural
and recreational significance of the river headwaters. The Mississippi River Headwaters Board River Watch
Project is discussed in Section 3 of this plan.
2.6.2

LAKES

The City of Bemidji was built around Lake Bemidji, a large lake with a surface area of 6,420 acres, and a
maximum depth of about 76 feet. The Mississippi River crosses Lake Bemidji, draining over 396,000 acres
into the lake. There has been significant development surrounding the lake. Lake Bemidji is a significant
water resource for the region, with high water clarity of approximately 6 feet. The lake outlet is routed to
the Mississippi River to the east.
Lake Irving has a surface area of 613 acres and a maximum depth of 19 feet. As it does with Lake Bemidji,
the Mississippi River passes through Lake Irving which is upriver from Lake Bemidji. Upriver of Lake Irving is
Carr Lake. The fourth significant lake within the study area is Marquette Lake (Lake Marquette according to
USGS mapping). Though not part of the Mississippi flowage, Marquette Lake is connected to the
Carr/Irving/Bemidji complex through a channel between it and Carr Lake.
2.6.3

WETLANDS

There are a number of wetlands throughout the City, primarily located in the northwest corner, tributary to
Lake Bemidji. There are several wetland community types found within the City include shallow and deep
marsh, shallow open water, shrub wetlands, and wet meadow.
The City’s Comprehensive Plan identifies wetlands as an important part of the natural environment and
natural storm drainage system. This involves maintaining water quality, reducing flooding and erosion, and
stabilizing or restoring water levels. Wetlands provide several valuable functions. Wetlands are a critical
part of the natural storm drainage system. Wetlands help maintain water quality, reduce flooding and
erosion, provide food and habitat for wildlife, and provide open spaces and natural landscapes for
residents. Thus, wetlands are important physical, educational, ecological, aesthetic, recreational, and
economic assets to the City. Figure 2.3 shows the National Wetland Inventory (NWI) wetlands within the
study area.
Water quality plans a significant role in the overall quality of a wetland. When the quality of the incoming
storm water declines, the wetland’s plant community may become less diverse, retaining only those species
that are tolerant of high nutrient and sediment loads. Once a wetland’s plan community is changed, the
wetland’s character and ecosystem will change, often to a less valuable system in terms of diversity, wildlife
habitat and aesthetic qualities.
Bemidji
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FIGURE 2.3
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2.7

NATURAL RESOURCES

Lake Bemidji State Park, covering 1,688 acres includes a large portion of the areas natural resources.
The area contains conifer bogs with a mix of plant communities including pitcher plants and orchids.
The uplands include red, white and jack pine.
2.8

DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

The storm drainage system in Bemidji has a history common to many cities across the nation in that direct
piping of stormwater to receiving waters was common practice. In fact, not until the early 1990’s did water
quality and rate control ponds start appearing on the landscape. Usually, ponds constructed prior to the
1990’s provided rate control only and were constructed to prevent downstream flooding.
Beginning in the 1970’s, it was clear that urban growth created new demands on traditional drainage
systems. As in many cities, Bemidji began incorporating dry detention basins and wet ponds for storage of
storm runoff in new developments. Impacts to lakes and other water quality concerns then became the
focus, and wet ponds were built specifically to intercept pollutants. Wetlands were often used for this
purpose until the Wetland Conservation Act mandated protection of these areas in 1991.
With the evolution of environmental regulations and water resource protection, the design of drainage
systems continues to become more complex. Runoff reduction, infiltration, pollutant removal, groundwater
recharge and stream protection are a few of the current goals in system design.
2.9

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

2.9.1

COMPREHENSIVE PLANS

The Greater Bemidji Area Land Use Plan (GBALUP) provides a joint land use planning structure for the City
of Bemidji and two adjoining townships: Northern and Bemidji. The GBALUP task force developed an
orderly annexation agreement for the township areas and determined the amount and location of land to
be annexed into the City over a fifteen year period. The GBALUP provides the policy framework that guides
the community’s land use decisions through the year 2025. Figure 2.4 shows the 5, 10 and 15 year phased
annexation areas.
2.9.2

LAND USE

Zoning classifications within the Joint Planning Boards jurisdiction are shown on Figure 2.5. Single-family
uses cover a majority of the City. Multi-family residential, commercial and business uses are concentrated at
the intersection of Highway 2 and Highway 71. Park and open space uses are located throughout the
community, with the largest areas located adjacent to Lake Irving and Bemidji. Within the Township areas
Rural, Suburban Residential (unsewered), and Conservation predominate.
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City of Bemidji - Surface Water Management Plan
Figure 2.4 Orderly Annexation
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BEMIDJI – SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN

3

REGULATORY SETTING

3.1

CITY SERVICES

The Bemidji Engineering and GIS Department manages the City’s infrastructure and is responsible for the
planning, administration, design and inspection of infrastructure improvements. This division coordinates
with the DNR and other outside agencies in water resource management and conservation. One aspect of
water resource management, local administration of the Wetland Conservation Act (WCA), falls under the
purview of the Beltrami County Soil and Water Conservation District. The Engineering Department provides
a Developer’s Guide and Design Guide that serve as companion documents for this SWMP.
The Greater Bemidji Area Joint Planning and Zoning Board administers the zoning code within the City and
the two township areas. The Zoning and Subdivision Ordinance contains the regulations related to surface
water management and protection including Article II, Zoning Districts and Shoreland Classifications, and
Article IX, Shoreland Regulations. The shoreland overlay district applies within Lake Bemidji, Lake Irving and
the Mississippi River. Land use regulations within this district are consistent with Minnesota Statute and the
Minnesota DNR Standards. Additionally, Article XII, Section 1205 states the following:

A complete and adequate drainage system for the subdivision shall be designed, and shall
include a storm sewer system or a system of open ditches, culverts, pipes, and catch basins, or
both systems. Such system or systems shall be designed in conformity with all applicable
standards of the Joint Planning Board and so as to meet with their approval. Stormwater
management and Erosion Control shall conform to all required local, state and federal permit
and ordinance provisions as they may apply to land development in a specific location.
3.2

BELTRAMI COUNTY

The Beltrami County plan addresses both surface and ground waters. For the Mississippi River - Headwaters
Watershed and the Leech Lake River Watershed, the plan identified the following issues and strategies.
1. Shoreland development on lakes in Bemidji area that are under development pressure and/or
vulnerable as a result of their physical characteristics, including the Mississippi and Turtle River chain of
lakes.
2. The disposal of storm water from the City of Bemidji into Lake Bemidji.
3. Potential of surface and ground water contamination from potential pipeline breaks.
4. Protection of high priority public water supply wells from ground water contamination.
5. The application of pumped septage to land in Beltrami County, and the potential for ground and
surface water contamination from this practice.
6. Understanding and managing recreational water use conflicts.
7. Potential ground water contamination from old town dumps.
8. Nutrient loading into the Mississippi River and tributaries from agricultural activities in the Moose Lake
sub-watershed, and other high priority sites.
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9. Potential ground water contamination from underground storage tanks.
10. Reduce nonpoint source pollution in Upper Mississippi Watershed which culminated in Lake Bemidji.
Beltrami County, through its water plan, has accomplished: the monitoring of forty-four lakes for basic
water chemistry (pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen, total phosphorus and chlorophyll a); the monitoring of
47 lakes through the Citizens Lake Monitoring Program; conducted annual tests of private wells for nitrates
and coliform bacteria; developed language for a septage disposal ordinance and a contaminated soils
ordinance which await county board approval; continued the cooperative effort with the U.S. Geological
Survey on the Bemidji-Bagley Sandplain Aquifer – sampling 45 wells for a total of 93 different water quality
parameters; as part of the Lake Bemidji Project, installed storm water and sediment traps and treatment
systems to treat storm water from the City of Bemidji before discharge to Lake Bemidji; and inventoried over
40 wetland restorations or enhancement sites for potential mitigation – a total of 46 acres in 19 basins
were restored.
3.3

MISSISSIPPI HEADWATERS BOARD (MHB)

The Mississippi Headwaters Board describes itself as follows:

Formed in 1980 as an alternative to designation of the river into the National Wild and Scenic River
System, the Mississippi Headwaters Board (MHB) works to protect and preserve the first 400 miles of
the Mississippi River in Minnesota. A joint powers board of Clearwater, Beltrami, Cass, Itasca, Aitkin,
Crow Wing and Morrison Counties, the MHB is mandated by Minnesota Statutes 103F.361-377 to
enhance and protect the natural, cultural, historic, scientific and recreational values of the headwaters
region.
MHB achieves its goal of river protection through cooperative land use planning in the eight counties,
in conjunction with the Chippewa National Forest and the Leech Lake Indian Reservation. MHB
promotes water quality monitoring, education and stewardship activities for shoreland property
owners, and embraces the efforts of local citizens, students and government groups who work
together to protect the river in their community and preserve the splendor of this national treasure.
3.4

STATE BOARD OF WATER AND SOIL RESOURCES (BWSR)

The Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR) works through local government agencies to
implement Minnesota’s water and soil conservation policies. The BWSR is the administrative agency for soil
and water conservation districts, watershed districts, watershed management organizations and county
water managers. The BWSR is responsible for implementation of the Metropolitan Surface Water
Management Act and the Wetland Conservation Act (WCA).
First established in 1937 as the State Soil Conservation Committee, the agency became part of the
University of Minnesota in the 1950’s, transferred to the Department of Natural Resources in 1971, then
transferred to the Department of Agriculture in 1982. In 1987 the State Legislature established the current
Board of Water and Soil Resources. The Board consists of 17 members, appointed by the governor to fouryear terms. Multiple state and local agencies are represented on the Board.
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In 1992, the BWSR adopted rules (8410), establishing the required content for local surface water
management plans. The WCA, passed in 1991, extends protection to all wetlands unless they fall under one
of the exemptions of the WCA. The WCA follows a “no net loss” policy. The wetlands covered under the
WCA must not be drained or filled, wholly or partially, unless replaced by restoring or creating wetland of at
least equal public value under an approved replacement plan. Replacement ratio is typically 2:1 (2 acres
created for every 1 acre filled) for wetland impacts. A designated Local Government Unit (LGU) is
responsible for making exemption and no-loss determinations and approving replacement plans. Currently,
the Beltrami County SWCD acts as the LGU for WCA within the Greater Bemidji Planning and Zoning
Board’s subdivision authority.
BWSR’s powers and duties include:
•

Coordination of water and soil resources planning among counties, watersheds, and local units of
government.

•

Facilitation of communication among state agencies in cooperation with the Environmental Quality
Board.

•

Approval of watershed management plans.

3.5

MINNESOTA POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY (MPCA)

The MPCA is the state’s lead environmental protection agency. Created by the State Legislature in 1967,
the MPCA is responsible for monitoring environmental quality and enforcing environmental regulations to
protect the land, air and water. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) implements provisions of
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act with guidance from the EPA through a permitting process. The Section
404 permit also requires a Section 401 water quality certification before it is valid. The EPA has given
Section 401 certification authority to the MPCA.
The powers and duties of this Minnesota state agency and its commissioner include:
•

Fulfilling mandates from the EPA, particularly in regard to the Clean Water Act.

•

Administration of the NPDES Phase II MS4 permit.

•

Administration of the NPDES construction site permit program.

•

Administration of the NPDES industrial site discharge permit program.

•

Development of TMDLs for waterbodies and watercourses in Minnesota (often in conjunction with
other agencies or joint powers organizations such as watersheds).

The MPCA is the permitting authority in Minnesota for the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES), the federal program administered by the Environmental Protection Agency to address polluted
storm water runoff. Mandated by Congress under the Clean Water Act, the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) Storm Water Program is a comprehensive national program for addressing
polluted runoff. Minnesota regulates the disposal of storm water through State Disposal System (SDS)
permits. The MPCA issues combined NPDES/SDS permits for construction sites, industrial facilities and
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s).
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There are three categories of regulated small MS4s: mandatory, designated and petition. Small MS4s
include municipalities, townships, counties, military bases, hospitals, prison complexes, highway
departments, and universities.
Mandatory MS4s: MS4s in urbanized areas as defined by the 2000 Census are required to obtain a
NPDES/SDS storm water permit. An "urbanized area" is defined as a land area comprising one or more
places (“central places”) and the adjacent densely settled surrounding area (“urban fringe”) that together
have a residential population of at least 50,000 and a density of at least 1,000 people per square mile.
The definition also includes any other public storm sewer system located fully or partially within an
urbanized area.
Designated MS4s: MS4s outside of urbanized areas that have been designated by the MPCA for permit
coverage under Minn. R. ch. 7090 are required to obtain a NPDES/SDS storm water permit. MS4s
designated by rule are cities and townships with a population of at least 10,000; and cities and townships
with a population of at least 5,000 and discharging or the potential to discharge to valuable or polluted
waters. These designated MS4s are required to obtain permit coverage by February 15, 2007. Bemidji is a
designated MS4.
Petition MS4s: MS4s that are designated through the petition process under Minn. R. ch. 7090 are
required to obtain a NPDES/SDS storm water permit. The public can petition the Commissioner for the
designation of an MS4 based on the designation criteria established in the rules.
The MS4 storm water management program is intended to improve surface waters by reducing the quantity
of pollutants that storm water picks up and carries into storm sewer systems during storm events. Common
pollutants include oil and grease from roadways, pesticides from lawns, sediment from construction sites,
and carelessly discarded trash, such as cigarette butts, paper wrappers, and plastic bottles. When deposited
into nearby surface waters through MS4 discharges, these pollutants can impair the waterways, thereby
discouraging recreational use of the resource, contaminating drinking water supplies, and interfering with
the habitat for fish, other aquatic organisms, and wildlife.
Operators of regulated MS4s are required to design their programs to:
1. Reduce the discharge of pollutants to the “Maximum Extent Practicable” (MEP);
2. Protect water quality; and
3. Satisfy the appropriate water quality requirements of the Clean Water Act.
Implementation of the MEP standard will require Bemidji to develop and implement Best Management
Practices (BMPs) and to set measurable goals to satisfy each of the 6 minimum control measures. These
minimum control measures and the timeframe over which Bemidji intends to meet goals related to these
measures become a part of the City’s Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan or SWPPP. The six minimum
control measures are as follows:
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1. Public Education and Outreach
Distributing educational materials and performing outreach to inform citizens about the impacts
polluted storm water runoff discharges can have on water quality.
2. Public Participation/Involvement
Providing opportunities for citizens to participate in program development and implementation,
including effectively publicizing public hearings and/or encouraging citizen representatives on a storm
water management panel.
3. Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
Developing and implementing a plan to detect and eliminate illicit discharges to the storm sewer
system (includes developing a system map and informing the community about hazards associated
with illegal discharges and improper disposal of waste).
4. Construction Site Runoff Control
Developing, implementing, and enforcing an erosion and sediment control program for construction
activities that disturb 1 or more acres of land (controls could include silt fences and temporary storm
water detention ponds).
5. Post Construction Runoff Control
Developing, implementing, and enforcing a program to address discharges of post-construction storm
water runoff from new development and redevelopment areas. Applicable controls could include
preventative actions such as protecting sensitive areas (e.g., wetlands) or the use of structural BMPs
such as grassed swales or porous pavement.
6. Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping
Developing and implementing a program with the goal of preventing or reducing pollutant runoff from
municipal operations. The program must include municipal staff training on pollution prevention
measures and techniques (e.g., regular street sweeping, reduction in the use of pesticides or street salt,
or frequent catch-basin cleaning).
In addition, Bemidji is potentially subject to more stringent permit requirements where storm water drains
to the Mississippi River from its headwaters at Lake Itasca to the southern border of Morrison County
included in the Mississippi Headwater Board comprehensive Plan dated February 12, 1981. This portion of
the river is designated an “outstanding resource value water” in MN Rule 7050.0180.
Communications with staff at the MPCA indicate that any discharge with the potential to impact an ORVW
must be evaluated which would include all discharges to the ORVW no matter the distance from the ORVW.
The implications for the MPCA’s view are that it is conceivable that discharges to Lake Irving, Lake Bemidji
and wetlands upstream of the Mississippi River may be considered a discharge to the ORVW of the
Mississippi River. MPCA staff stated the MPCA is committed to working with communities to determine
whether the MPCA believes a discharge could be affecting ORVW waters. Section 4 details the ORVW
discussion.
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The MPCA is also required to publish a list of impaired waters; lakes and streams in the state that are not
meeting federal water quality standards. For each water body on the list, the MPCA is required to conduct a
study to determine the allowable Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for each pollutant that exceeds the
standards. The 2006 MPCA list of impaired waters identifies 2,250 TMDL reports needed for 1,297 lakes,
rivers and streams in the state. Impaired waters within Bemidji are listed in Table 3.1 below and shown on
Figure 3.1. Note that Figure 3.1 is not intended to be comprehensive, rather it is illustrative of the number
of impaired waters identified by the MPCA. The lakes identified in Figure 3.1 have mercury impairments
which, because of the atmospheric deposition of mercury, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
considers best addressed at a very large regional scale. Bemidji’s land development and municipal
operations have little impact on the mercury impairment.
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City of Bemidji
Surface Water Management Plan

Turtle Lake

FIGURE 3.1
TMDL LISTED WATERS
MPCA, 2006
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Neither of the TMDLs identified in Table 3.1 has been initiated. Once these TMDLs are completed, the City
will be required to incorporate each of the TMDL studies into an update of this surface water management
plan. Section 4 further discusses the water quality assessment for the City.
Table 3.1
Impaired Waters in Bemidji
Impaired Water
Mississippi River
Lake Bemidji

Affected Use
Aquatic Life
Aquatic Consumption

Pollutant
Low Oxygen
Mercury

TMDL Target
Start
Completion
2001
2005
1999
2011

Source: Final MPCA 2006 303(d) List

3.6

MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES (DNR)

Originally created in 1931 as the Department of Conservation, the DNR has regulatory authority over the
natural resources of the state. DNR divisions specialize in waters, forestry, fish and wildlife, parks and
recreation, land and minerals, and related services. The Division of Waters administers programs in lake
management, shoreland management, dam safety, floodplain management, wild and scenic rivers, the
Public Waters Inventory (PWI), and permitting of development activity within public waters.
At the state level, only public waters and public water wetlands are protected by statute. Public waters are
all watercourses and lakes that have been inventoried in the public waters inventory. These waters meet
certain minimum basin or drainage size requirements. Public water wetlands include all Types 3, 4, and 5
wetlands in excess of 10 acres in rural areas and 2.5 acres in municipalities. These wetlands are generally
characterized by open water and emergent vegetation throughout most of the year. Map 1 and Figure 2.3
show the DNR public waters and public water wetlands within the SWMP study area.
If an area meets the DNR’s jurisdictional criteria but is not on the state’s inventory, it is not regulated by the
DNR. If it does not meet the statutory criteria but is listed on the inventory, it still is subject to DNR
regulation. There is no mechanism presently for adding or deleting waters from the inventory. The inventory
was begun in the late 1970s and all state inventories were completed during the early 1980s.
The MNDNR rules specify that permits may not be issued for any project except those that provide for public
health, safety, and welfare. Any private development projects are effectively excluded from permit
consideration by this requirement.
The other powers and duties of this Minnesota state agency and its commissioner are wide-ranging.
As they affect surface water management within the City they include:
•

Regulation of all public waters inventory waterbodies within the City – to the extent of their ordinary
High Water Level.

•

Regulation of certified floodplains around rivers, creeks, lakes and wetlands.

•

Management of the Flood Hazard Mitigation program.

•

Shoreland Management.

•

Water appropriations.

•

Aquatic plant management control.
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The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources has responsibility for the management of Minnesota
public lands, forests, fish and wildlife, and water quantity resources. Additionally, the Department of
Natural Resources has some special projects in the Upper Mississippi River Basin that include involvement in
the Big Sandy Lake Clean Water Partnership, the Lake Margaret Clean Water Partnership, various Leech
Lake projects, Mille Lacs Lake Clean Water Partnership and various other efforts.
3.7

MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH (MDH)

The MDH manages programs to protect the public health, including implementation of the Safe Drinking
Water Act. The MDH has regulatory authority for monitoring water supply facilities such as water wells,
surface water intakes, water treatment, and water distribution systems. The MDH also is responsible for the
development and implementation of the wellhead protection program.
3.8

MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD (EQB)

The EQB is comprised of five citizen members and the heads of ten state agencies that play an important
role in Minnesota’s environment and development. The EQB develops policy, creates long-range plans and
reviews proposed projects that may significantly influence Minnesota’s environment.
3.9

MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (MN/DOT)

Within the City, Mn/DOT administers several state highway systems. Mn/DOT approval is required for any
construction activity within state right-of-ways. Mn/DOT also administers a substantial amount of funding
for transportation projects completed in the City. Anticipated activities of Mn/DOT are periodically published
in their State Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP).
3.10

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)

The EPA develops and enforces the regulations that implement environmental laws enacted by Congress;
however the MPCA bears responsibility for implementing many of the resulting programs within Minnesota.
This has led to the City’s need for its NPDES MS4 permit. Total maximum daily load limits and impaired
waters, new initiatives mandated by the EPA, also stem from the EPA’s role as steward of the Clean Water
Act.
3.11

U.S. ARMY CORP OF ENGINEERS (USACE)

Under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, including subsequent modifications, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) regulate the placement of fill into
all wetlands of the U.S. In 1993, there was a modification of the definition of "discharge of dredged
material” to include incidental discharges associated with excavation. This modification of the “discharge of
dredged material” definition meant that any excavation done within a wetland required the applicant to go
through Section 404 permitting procedures. In 1998, however, this decision was modified so that
excavation in wetlands is now regulated by the USACE only when it is associated with a fill action.
3.12

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FEMA)

FEMA manages federal disaster mitigation and relief programs, including the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP). This program includes floodplain management and flood hazard mapping. FEMA published
the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) for Bemidji in 1984.
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3.13

NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE (NRCS)

The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) is a division of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Formerly named the Soil Conservation Service (SCS), the NRCS provides technical advice and engineering
design services to local conservation districts across the nation. The Soil Survey of Washington and Ramsey
Counties Minnesota was published by the Soil Conservation Service in 1977. The SCS also developed
hydrologic calculation methods that are widely used in water resources design.
3.14

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (USGS)

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) is a section of the U.S. Department of Interior. The USGS’s
primary mission is to assess the quantity and quality of the earth and water resources of the nation to assist
resource managers and policy makers in making decisions impacting water resources.
3.15

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE (USFWS)

The USFWS works to conserve and protect the nation’s fish, wildlife, plants and habitat. The USFWS
developed the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) beginning in 1974, to support federal, state and local
wetland management work.
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BEMIDJI – SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN

4

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

4.1

BEMIDJI SELF ASSESSMENT AND SWPPP

During the MS4 Permit and Storm Water Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP) development, the City
conducted a self-assessment process on July 13th, 2006 to determine the appropriate Best Management
Practices (BMPs) to meet the Maximum Extent Practical (MEP) standard set forth in the MPCA MS4 General
Permit. Based on the self-assessment process, City staff considered the following, as well as additional
factors in order to meet the MEP standard.
• Sources of pollutants
• Potentially polluting activities being conducted in the watershed
• Sensitivity of receiving waters
• Uses of receiving waters
• Specific local concerns
• The size of the community
• Climate
• Implementation schedules
• Current ability to finance storm water programs
• Hydrology
• Geology
• Capacity to perform operation and maintenance of the storm water system
• Local land uses
• Rate and type of development
• Characteristics of the watershed
• Organizational characteristics of the City
In addition to the self-assessment process, City staff also considered the non-stormwater discharges listed
below to determine whether they should be identified as significant contributors of pollutants to the
stormwater system. Based on the assessment, staff determined the following list did not warrant a
additional concern to the Bemidji stormwater system at this time. However, continued monitoring of these
sources will be necessary and the SWPPP will need to be revised if appropriate.
• water line flushing
• landscape irrigation
• diverted stream flows
• rising ground waters
• uncontaminated ground water infiltration
• uncontaminated pumped ground water
• discharges from potable water sources
• foundation drains
• air conditioning condensation
• irrigation water
• springs
• water from crawl space pumps
• footing drains
Bemidji
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•
•
•
•
•
•

lawn watering
individual residential car washing
flows from riparian habitats and wetlands
dechlorinated swimming pool discharges
street wash water
discharge or flows from fire fighting activities

In that self-assessment process, a list of potential sources or types of pollution was developed. The City
does not know of any particular source or type of pollution to be prevalent within the City. Although the list
is not a list of actual pollution occurrences, the list does provide information for consideration and
management. The list is repeated below.
•

The City of Bemidji has determined very few existing or potential water quality issues. Because they
have little new construction and no channels or steep slopes, erosion has not been a source of
pollution. There are no ditches within the City that are used for storm water conveyance.

•

Some early connections of storm sewer to sanitary sewer were found in the north end of the City, but
were separated out when sanitary sewer metering began. There are no known occurrences, past or
present, of sanitary sewers connecting into storm sewer systems.

•

Salting and sanding was noted as a possible source of pollution. However, road salt is purchased by
the City on an as needed basis and added at the time of application. The mixture is applied using
mechanical spreaders and is generally 10% salt and 90% sand. The sand/salt has historically not been
covered. With the completion of the City’s new public works facility in January, 2008 covered storage
will be provided.

•

The City currently has a limited number of privately owned stormsewer ponds and structures. When
these systems were constructed the City did not require long-term maintenance agreements. During
the routine inspection and maintenance of the publicly owned system, the City communicates any
problems with landowners to resolve maintenance issues.

•

Street cleaning activities used previously included flushing the downtown area. Flushing water
discharged to retention ponds eventually discharged to Lake Bemidji and Lake Irving. The City currently
has stopped street flushing and incorporates a street sweeping program to remove pollutants from the
streets. Scheduled sweepings occur in the spring and fall. Spot sweeping is conducted as needed.

•

The illegal disposal of trash was mentioned, although it is not known to be a problem in the
community. A City ordinance prohibiting illegal dumping has been passed by the City. Occasionally,
holding pond outlets need to be cleaned as debris can accumulate and block the outlet. This will be
maintained as part of the City’s stormsewer system maintenance program.

•

Septic systems were listed as a potential source of pollution. The City requires a licensed installer and
3rd party verification during any new septic system constructed. No new systems are allowed in areas
which public sanitary service is available. To date, there are only a few septic systems located in the
existing and future annexation areas.
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4.2

MISSISSIPPI RIVER OUTSTANDING RESOURCE VALUE WATER

The Mississippi River from its headwaters at Lake Itasca to the southern border of Morrison County is
designated an “outstanding resource value water” in MN Rule 7050.0180.
Communications with staff at the MPCA indicate that any discharge with the potential to impact an ORVW
must be evaluated which would include all discharges to the ORVW no matter the distance from the ORVW.
The implications for the MPCA’s view are that it is conceivable that discharges to Lake Irving, Lake Bemidji
and wetlands upstream of the Mississippi River may be considered a discharge to the ORVW of the
Mississippi River. MPCA staff stated the MPCA is committed to working with communities to determine
whether the MPCA believes a discharge could be affecting ORVW waters.
As a starting point for managing discharges to the Mississippi River ORVW, BMP 7-2 of the City’s SWPPP is
to make an assessment of how the City’s SWPPP can be altered to eliminate new or expanded discharges to
the ORVW. An expanded discharge means a discharge that changes in volume, quality, location, or any
other manner after January 1, 1988 or the effective date an ORVW was designated as described in Minn. R.
7050.0460 and 7050.0470. New discharge for an ORVW means a discharge that was not in existence on
the effective date the ORVW was designated as described in Minn. R. 7050.0460 and 7050.0470. Even
though ORVW was designated in 1984, the assessment must be developed for New or Expanded
discharges produced from 1988 to 2020, as defined in the NPDES MS4 permit Part IX Appendix C, Section
B.2.c.
The City will present the assessment, together with the proposed changes to the SWPPP, for public
comment during the annual public comment period, prior to the first annual report required under Part VI.D.
During the MPCA review, notice, and preliminary determination processes, the City will work with the
MPCA, if appropriate, to respond to comments and/or revise the submittal materials to prepare them for
final approval. After final determination by the MPCA, the City will modify and implement the SWPPP as per
the approved submittal materials and as needed to meet the restricted discharge requirements for the
ORVW. The end result of the assessment and SWPPP revisions is to establish standards for eliminating new
and expanded discharges to the Mississippi River ORVW.
4.3

TMDLS

The Mississippi River from the Headwaters to the Schoolcraft River (assessment unit ID # 07010101-504) is
listed in the state impaired waters list. Known as the 303(d) list from the applicable section of the federal
Clean Water Act, these listed waters are ones that do not currently meet their designated use due to the
impact of a particular pollutant or stressor. This listing will potentially affect management of drainage that
directly discharges to the River. If monitoring and assessment indicate that a water body is impaired by one
or more pollutants, it is placed on the list. At some point a strategy would be developed that would lead to
attainment of the applicable water quality standard. The process of developing this strategy is commonly
known as the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) process and involves the following phases:
1. Assessment and listing
2. TMDL study
3. Implementation plan development and implementation
4. Monitoring of the effectiveness of implementation efforts
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Responsibility for implementing the requirements of the federal Clean Water Act falls to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). In Minnesota the USEPA delegates much of the program
responsibility to the state Pollution Control Agency (MPCA). Information on the MPCA program can be
obtained at the following web address: http://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/tmdl/index.html.
The following is an excerpt from the MPCA website describing the program and its need:

The Clean Water Act requires states to publish, every two years, an updated list of streams and lakes
that are not meeting their designated uses because of excess pollutants. The list, known as the 303(d)
list, is based on violations of water quality standards and is organized by river basin. Environmental
organizations and citizen groups have sued the EPA because states have not made adequate progress
to meet Section 303(d) requirements. The EPA has been sued for various reasons. Over the past 10
years, lawsuits have been filed in 42 states and the District of Columbia. Of those, 22 have been
successful. There is currently no such lawsuit in Minnesota. However, beyond the federal requirements,
there are many reasons for us to move forward with the development of TMDLs. Foremost is the need
to clean up our rivers, streams and lakes to maximize their contributions to the state’s economy and
quality of life and to protect them as a resource for future generations.
For each pollutant that causes a water body to fail to meet state water quality standards, the federal
Clean Water Act requires the MPCA to conduct a TMDL study. A TMDL study identifies both point and
nonpoint sources of each pollutant that fails to meet water quality standards. Water quality sampling
and computer modeling determine how much each pollutant source must reduce its contribution to
assure the water quality standard is met. Rivers and streams may have several TMDLs, each one
determining the limit for a different pollutant.
The Mississippi River from the Headwaters to the Schoolcraft River (essentially to Lake Irving) is impaired for
aquatic life and the pollutant or stressor that has been identified as causing this impairment is low oxygen,
a condition that occurs due to the presence of large amounts of nutrients and sediments in the runoff to the
river upstream of Bemidji.
Additional impaired waters in the Bemidji area are shown on Figure 3.1. The other impaired waters are
lakes and include Lake Bemidji and Lake Irving. These lakes are impaired for aquatic consumption due to
mercury.
It should be noted that the absence of a waterbody from the 303(d) list does not necessarily mean the
waterbody is meeting its designated uses. It may be that it has either not been sampled or there is not
enough data to make an impairment determination. Additionally, where mercury is identified as a stressor,
the TMDL approach will be regional in nature as mercury is most commonly an air-borne pollutant.
It remains to be seen how the TMDL issues will be resolved for the Mississippi River. They could be
implemented basin-wide or on individual reach segments. A dissolved oxygen TMDL for the Mississippi
upstream of Bemidji will have an impact on the City’s existing and future development south and west of
Lake Irving. Once a TMDL study is conducted for the river and an implementation plan approved, a load
allocation will likely be applied to the City’s non-point source discharges into the river. Though it cannot be
definitively stated what these load allocations will be, it is clear that the performance and design standards
presented in this SWMP put Bemidji in a solid position to meet these future requirements.
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4.4

MISSISSIPPI HEADWATERS BOARD

As part of the Mississippi Headwaters Board River Watch Project a student from Bemidji High School
studied a 110 kilometer (70 mile) reach of the Mississippi River from the Mississippi Headwater at Itasca
State Park to approximately 5 kilometers (3 miles) downstream of Lake Bemidji. In the past, monitoring
efforts in the study area have identified low dissolved oxygen levels. The Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency has identified the upper area of the study area on its Section 303(b) Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL) list as an impaired reach for dissolved oxygen. The River Watch Project noted a period during the
study when the dissolved oxygen dropped below the 5 mg/L standard set by the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency. The primary conclusion of the study was that the dissolved oxygen decline was caused by
aerobic decay within the wetlands adjacent to the Mississippi River. The effect was intensified by the lower
solubility of oxygen because of high temperature and lack of replenishment because of flooded rapids.
The Counties of Hubbard, Clearwater, Beltrami, Cass, Itasca, Aitkin, Crow Wing and Morrison, through the
Mississippi Headwaters Board, undertook an inventory of the first 400 miles of the Upper Mississippi River
Corridor to identify the extent of erosion problems on the Mississippi River. Using methodology from the
Northwest Michigan Streambank Inventory developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the
Natural Resources Conservation Service, the project staff and volunteers documented 105 erosion sites in
the corridor. Of the 105 sites, 34 percent were rated as minor erosion, 47 percent were moderately eroding
and 19 percent were classified as severely eroding. Information gathered in the project will be used to
develop further implementation plans.
4.5

LAKE BEMIDJI WATERSHED PROJECT CLEAN WATER PARTNERSHIP

Lake Bemidji is a large, mesotrophic lake located in north central Minnesota, in the Northern Lakes and
Forests ecoregion. The Mississippi River enters Lake Bemidji along the southern shore after flowing through
Lake Irving, a 620-acre lake just upstream from Bemidji. The City of Bemidji (population 11,000 and
growing) is located primarily on the shores of Lakes Bemidji and Irving. Population within the city limits has
remained relatively steady over the past few years, however substantial growth in adjoining townships has
occurred. The trend of increasing population is expected to continue. Management efforts for the Lake
Bemidji Watershed have focused primarily upon reducing phosphorus loading to the system using an
integrated watershed approach with seven primary management concerns:
1. Urban runoff;
2. Moose Lake subwatershed;
3. Residential lawn care;
4. Agricultural pesticide and nutrient management;
5. Shallow aquifer protection and management;
6. Individual septic tanks;
7. Schoolcraft and Upper Mississippi River subwatersheds.
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The LBWMP has completed Clean Water Partnership Phase I, II and IIb (continuation grant), State Revolving
Fund loan program, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 314 (a) Clean Lakes Phase II and Section 319
Clean Water Act grant efforts since 1989. A detailed diagnostic study of Lakes Bemidji and Irving was the
main focus of a Phase I Clean Water Partnership grant. In addition to characterizing water quality
conditions within the lake basins, water quality assessments of the Mississippi and Schoolcraft Rivers,
several smaller tributaries, stormsewers and ground water were conducted.
The diagnostic study allowed the Steering Committee of the LBWMP to establish in-lake water quality
objectives. Phase II of the Clean Water Partnership grant was conducted from March of 1992 to September
of 1995 with a primary focus of the installation of Best Management Practices (BMPs) along with
coordinated information and education campaign. Phase IIb Clean Water Partnership efforts have continued
from 1995 to present with the installation of additional sediment basins, education and information, septic
tank upgrading, agricultural and forestry BMP installations.
4.6

BELTRAMI COUNTY SWCD WATERSHED MONITORING

The Beltrami County SWCD has conducted a detailed assessment of the water quality of many lakes within
the Upper Mississippi Watershed, including Lake Irving and Lake Bemidji. The SWCD considers a number of
indicators in its lake quality assessments including development pressures along lake shore and within each
lake’s tributary area. In its 2003 Water Plan the SWCD and the Headwaters Regional Development
Commission County conclude that, overall, surface water quality within the Upper Mississippi River
Watershed is reasonably good with the majority of basins currently classified as mesotrophic, indicating that
these basins are not yet so nutrient rich as to suffer significant water quality degradation.
Lake Irving contrasts with the other 40 monitored lakes in its relatively nutrient-rich status. Essentially, the
eutrophic Lake Irving serves as a nutrient sump, protecting Lake Bemidji from the full nutrient loading
delivered by the Upper Mississippi River and its large watershed. It should be noted that Lake Irving has not
been listed as impaired for excess nutrients and that the loading to Lake Irving is primarily an agricultural
one and the City of Bemidji’s nutrient loading affects the lake only minimally. That said, the protections
defined in this SWMP call for a level of treatment within the City of Bemidji’s Lake Irving tributary area that
is commesurate with the goal of obtaining much improved water quality. The SWCD suggests that lake
morphology and development pressure have the potential to negatively affect water quality particularly that
of Lake Bemidji. Additionally, the SWCD expresses concerns that development along the Turtle River chain
of lakes (Northern Township) will also negatively affect water quality in these lakes. This SWMP and its
standards are a response to these concerns.
4.7

CASS/WINNIBIGOSHISH WATERSHED CLEAN WATER PARTNERSHIP –
BELTRAMI, CASS AND ITASCA COUNTIES

The Cass/Winnibigoshish Watershed Project is a Phase I Clean Water Partnership Project. It is a diagnostic
and feasibility study designed to characterize the water quality of the second segment of the Mississippi
headwaters from the Stump Lake dam through the Lake Winnibigoshish dam. The project will also identify
land use practices and patterns that currently are stressors to water quality and will further identify future
areas of concern. The "waters of concern" in the project area are Cass Lake, Lake Winnibigoshish and the
Mississippi River downstream from Lake Bemidji through Lake Winnibigoshish. The watershed includes the
major tributaries of the Turtle River, North Turtle River, Third River, First River and Pike Bay Creek.
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Numerous other small streams, lakes and wetlands are an important part of the watershed. The size of the
project area is 522,880 acres with land use composition as follows:
8% Agricultural
0% Drained/Tiled
2% Urban/Suburban
1% Impervious Surface
62% Forest
8% Wetland
19% Surface Water
The project area is located in portions of four counties, five municipalities, 15 townships and the Leech Lake
Indian Reservation.
The total estimated cost for the project is $187,000, with $93,500 being a grant from the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency. Cass Lake and Lake Winnibigoshish are the eighth and fifth largest lakes
respectively in the State of Minnesota and as such are invaluable recreational resource for the tourism
industry of Northern Minnesota. The Minnesota Chippewa Tribe makes extensive use of the resource for
harvesting wild rice. The rice beds are some of the largest natural beds in the world. Cass and Winnie are
also operated as reservoirs for multipurpose use by the Corps of Engineers.
4.8

UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

The Corps of Engineers is now conducting a Reconnaissance Study for the Upper Mississippi River, with the
study area from Lake Itasca to Lock and Dam 2 at Hastings, Minnesota. The focus of this study is to form
multi-agency partnerships and prepare scopes of work for cost-shared feasibility studies that would lead to
preparation of water quality, water quantity and water use studies related to the Upper Mississippi
Watershed. Local-State-Federal partnerships are needed to collect key baseline land use and water data,
identify and evaluate basin-wide problems and opportunities, and to work together to define meaningful
protection and restoration actions that will insure future economic and natural viability of the river. A plan
to optimally operate the existing Headwaters Lake/Reservoirs as a system needs to be cooperatively defined
and tribal trust responsibilities adequately integrated into a future systemwide Headwater Reservoirs
operation plan. Also, the public and all levels of government recognize that better water quality monitoring
and modeling is needed to protect and restore important water resources in the Upper Mississippi River
Basin. There is a growing recognition that economic value to the people of the region is dependant on a
healthy Upper Mississippi River environment and that future coordinated and comprehensive land use and
water management is critical to continued clean and productive use of the river. The Corps Reconnaissance
Study is the first step towards cost-shared detailed water resources studies and remedial actions. However,
in order to proceed into detailed feasibility studies, nonfederal cost sharing partners must come forward
with local and/or state funding for federal funding of such studies to begin.
4.9

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (USGS)

Currently in the Upper Mississippi River Basin, the USGS has a number of activities underway.
Two examples of efforts include the following:
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NATIONAL WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENT PROGRAM – UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER BASIN

Since 1994, the U.S. Geological Survey National Water Quality Assessment Program (NAWQA) began
studies in the Upper Mississippi River Basin, primarily from Royalton through the Twin Cities Metropolitan
area and down to Lake Pepin. The goals of the program are to quantify the quality of surface and ground
water throughout the basin. The project recently completed the intensive study and is preparing a final
report. Many of the studies released as part of this study effort are identified in whole or summary in this
document. Additional reports are identified in the Appendix – References Section. The overall studies
covered topics in water quality, nutrient sampling, pesticides in the streams and ground water, trace
elements, fish tissue, and quality of the surface and ground water related to land use practices. It is the part
of the NAWQA program to return approximately every 5 to 10 years to evaluate the trends and changes in
a system since the last evaluation.
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH INITIATIVE – SHINGOBEE RIVER HEADWATERS AREA

The Interdisciplinary Research Initiative (IRI) was initiated in 1989 to apply a scientifically panoramic
perspective to the need for fundamental research on the physical, chemical, and biological processes that
interact to generate the characteristics of a lake, wetland or stream (and its watershed). Research at the site
is focused on the interfaces of scientific disciplines, the idea being that scientists who might not normally
work together will learn from each other's approaches and develop fresh ideas for conducting research on a
watershed scale. From these new ideas and new approaches comes a better understanding of physical,
chemical and biological interactions that occur in and adjacent to lakes, wetlands and streams. Resource
managers can use this new information to better manage our nation's water resources. The USGS
established the Interdisciplinary Research Initiative (IRI) at the Shingobee River Headwaters-Williams Lake
area in 1989 to encourage scientists from many different disciplines to work together to conduct research
for the sound management of water resources and watersheds. The primary focus of the IRI effort has been
the processes associated with watershed, lakes and ground water interactions. Lakes were selected as an
initial focus of the IRI effort because lakes integrate many hydrological processes that are present in their
watersheds, and they preserve a record of past environmental change in their sediments. The direction of
research at the IRI has evolved to include research on streams and wetlands and their watersheds.
Participation at the IRI has evolved to include scientists from the Geologic Division Research efforts at the
USGS IRI also have focused on newer methods to determine ground water inputs to lakes, new methods of
determining water, chemical and nutrient budgets for lakes, ground water, lake and wetland interactions.
Additional information on the IRI Research Effort can be found in Winter et.al. noted in the References
Section of Appendix A.
4.10

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER PLANS

4.10.1 GREATER BEMIDJI AREA LAND USE PLAN

The Greater Bemidji Area Land Use Plan (GBALUP) provides a joint land use planning structure for the City
of Bemidji and two adjoining townships: Northern and Bemidji. The GBALUP task force developed an
orderly annexation agreement for the township areas and determined the amount and location of land to
be annexed into the City over a fifteen year period. This orderly annexation plan is presented in Figure 2.4.
The GBALUP provides the policy framework that guides the community’s land use decisions through the
year 2025.
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The GBALUP divides its analysis of constraints and emerging issues by eight geographically distinct planning
areas. General trends area also discussed including the consistent growth of the Bemidji area. Table 2.1
from Section 2 of this report is provided here, as well.

Year
1970
1980
1990
2000
2003
2010
2020

Table 2.1
Bemidji Area Population
Population
15,190
16,430
17,543
18,872
19,661
21,000
23,000

Households
4,412
5,689
6,268
7,150
7,482
8,150
9,100

Source: Greater Bemidji Area Land Use Plan

Table 2.1 describes this growth and projects growth out to the year 2020. As demonstrated in the table the
number of households in the Bemidji area has grown from 4,412 in 1970 to 7,150 in 2000 – a 62%
increase. The GBALUP projects future growth in the number of households to 8,150 in 2010 and 9,100 in
2020.
With increases in the number of households will come a parallel increase in the number of businesses,
churches, schools etc. necessary to serve this growing population. All this growth will increase the amount
of impervious surface within the areas tributary to Lake Bemidji, Lake Irving and the Mississippi River
thereby increasing the amount of runoff discharged to these resources. The intent of the controls in this
SWMP is to mitigate for this increased runoff through the use of Best Management Practices. The goal of
Best Management Practices summarized in the design and performance standards of this SWMP are to hold
the line on pollutant, water volume, and discharge rate increases to the Bemidji area’s surface water
resources. The goals and policies section of the SWMP provide more detailed discussion on how increased
pollutant and water volume loadings and increased discharge rate affect surface water resources.
The eight geographic planning areas in the GBALUP are presented as Map 2.1 of that report. While the
GBALUP discusses constraints and issues in terms of planning, utility and transportation access,
management of public lands etc. the focus here is on those issues specifically related to surface water
management.
NORTHERN TIER

The primary constraint and emerging issue for the Northern Tier is damage to structures due to
groundwater flooding. The City of Bemidji goals and policies require that low openings of homes and
businesses be two feet above the calculated 100-year High Water Level (HWL) of an adjacent wetland,
lake, stream or pond. This provides protection from surface water flooding and some limited protection
from groundwater flooding when groundwater levels result from large, infrequent storms. When damaging
groundwater elevations result from more moderate rainfalls or sustained wet cycles, this surface water
protection strategy is not sufficient to protect homes. For this reason, this SWMP proposes an additional
policy that lowest building floor elevations be above the seasonal groundwater elevation or, if below, that
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these building be provided with drainage systems that effectively dry the subgrade around the structure.
In sandy soils characterized by high ground water elevations, foundation drain systems are not uniformly
successful in preventing groundwater damage. For this reason, some combination of low floor separation
and a foundation drainage system is preferred.
NORTHEAST AREA

The lack of private land suitable for development is the primary constraint in the Northeast Area.
Consequently, the potential degradation of surface water resources associated with development will be
limited in the Northeast Area.
NORTHWEST AREA

The primary constraints in the northwest are the large interconnected wetland complexes that dominate the
area and the airport runway clear zones that extend outside the airport boundaries. The goals and policies
section describe the City’s surface water management requirements related to wetlands. Specifically Bemidji
will control:
1. Building elevations relative to wetland high water levels and building setbacks relative to wetland
buffers.
2. Wetland loss due to fill or other human activities. These are generally precluded by the Wetland
Conservation Act unless alternatives to the impact are vigorously explored and subsequently rejected.
When wetland fill or loss is unavoidable then mitigation must occur according to the requirements of
the Wetland Conservation Act.
3. Building elevations relative to seasonal high water level are controlled by this SWMP.
4. Degradation to wetlands due to increases in pollutant and water volume loading, and increases in
discharge rate are mitigated by the performance and design standards of this SWMP.
Relative to the airport and runway clear zones, the City’s SWMP design standards specifically preclude open
water ponds in these areas. Open water ponds often attract water fowl.
WEST AREA

West Area development is limited by a large wetland complex between the Middle School and Lake Irving
and due to mandatory development restrictions extending outward into the airport runway clear zones.
Additionally, the Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT) holds access and scenic easements for
the U.S. Highway 2/71 Bypass that control development in this area. The SWMP relationship to these
constraints is detailed in the discussion of the Northwest Area.
SOUTHEAST QUADRANT

Again, the predominant constraints to development are the extensive wetland complexes that characterize
this area. Specific SWMP controls relative to wetlands intend to protect these wetlands from future
development impacts.
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SOUTHWEST AREA

As with other areas, wetland constraints predominate in the Southwest Area though the area has the
added consideration that many of these wetlands lie adjacent to the Mississippi River and thus fall under
the regulation of both this SWMP and the City’s current Shoreland Ordinance. An emerging Southwest Area
issue is the tension between residential development and long-standing agricultural uses. The GBALUP
foresees conflicts between these uses. Through its goals and policies, and design and performance
standards, this SWMP provides guidance for mitigating the impact of future development on existing
agriculture.
The impact of agriculture on future development is not similarly controlled. Agricultural properties have an
existing right to discharge and municipalities are severely limited in their ability to modify these rights. This
SWMP cannot mandate controls and performance measures for agricultural properties unless these
properties come forward in development proposals subject to the City’s subdivision authority. Ultimately,
the issue of agricultural drainage onto developing property becomes an specific site review issue, resolution
of which is guided by the assumption that existing agricultural drainage rights must be maintained unless
specific arrangements have been made (such as the purchase of easements) to modify them.
NYMORE AREA

The primary surface water management issue identified for Nymore in the GBALUP is the impact certain
heavy industries may have on surface water resources. Specifically, certain uses may involve the potential
for pollutant and toxic discharge to groundwater and surface water. When a development proposal comes
forward where infiltration has the potential to move groundwater contamination into surface waters, this
SWMP requires that the following surface water management requirements be met:
1. Infiltration is precluded.
2. Outlet skimming is required.
3. Emergency valving of BMPs is required.
4. Pond and BMP liners are required.
DOWNTOWN

According to the GBALUP downtown includes the Central Business District, the Southeast Lake Bemidji
Redevelopment Area (bounded by Lake Bemidji and 1st Street E), and the commercial strip along Paul
Bunyan Drive that connects them. The GBALUP these emerging issues for the downtown area:
1. How does the City pursue waterfront development that enhances the link between downtown and the
waterfront and generally enhances the area for the City’s residents and visitors?
2. What should redevelopment of the Georgia Pacific site on the southeast of Lake Bemidji look like?
An additional consideration is how to meet the requirements of the City’s Shoreland Ordinance while
maintaining the historic character of downtown.
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By following the goals and policies, performance criteria, and design standards provided in this SWMP, the
City can pursue downtown development and redevelopment assured that these projects will not negatively
affect Lake Bemidji. That said, one primary emphasis of this SWMP is setting storm water management
standards that allow flexibility in density and impervious cover within the downtown area. For instance the
storm water management standards do not require retrofitting BMPs to the historic (typically zero set back)
portion of the Central Business District. The standards do require that BMP retrofits be considered.
Additionally, downtown areas subject to the Shoreland Ordinance and building setback from the ordinary
high water mark, when redeveloping, will likely be able to meet the full requirements of this SWMP –
particularly in cases where the Shore Impact Zone is already significantly disturbed. Where the Shore Impact
Zone is characterized by trees protected by the City’s tree ordinance or native vegetation worthy of
preservation, then the use of the Shore Impact Zone for storm water management BMPs will be limited.
4.10.2 MISSISSIPPI HEADWATERS BOARD COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

The MHB is an eight-county (Aitkin, Beltrami, Cass, Clearwater, Crow Wing, Hubbard, Itasca, and Morrison)
joint-powers board united in 1980, with the signing of the Joint Powers Agreement. It was duly authorized
by the Minnesota legislature in 1981 to preserve and protect the outstanding and unique natural, scientific,
historical, recreational, and cultural values of the first 400 miles of the Mississippi River. The Board’s
mission is to enhance and protect outstanding and unique natural, scientific, historical, recreational, and
cultural values in the first 400 miles of the Mississippi River from its source at Lake Itasca in Clearwater
County to the southerly boundary of Morrison County, Minnesota.
Section J of the Headwaters Comprehensive Plan generally considers stormwater management but only in
terms of general guidance toward the use of best management practices and natural features. The Bemidji
SWMP is entirely compatible with the general policy statements of the Headwaters Board. In fact, the
standards contained here exceed any that would be applied to development outside the zoning authority of
the Greater Bemidji Area Planning and Zoning Board.
4.10.3 UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER BASIN WATER QUALITY PLAN
MINNESOTA POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) envisions its draft Upper Mississippi River Basin Water
Quality Plan (UMRBWQP) serving as a blueprint for water quality management in the upper basin from the
river’s headwaters at Lake Itasca to near Anoka, Minnesota. The main purpose of the plan is coordinating
the efforts of the MPCA with the work of others with the goal of protecting and restoring the basin’s water
resources. In working with stakeholders groups the MPCA identified the following needs for the Upper
Mississippi River Basin:
1. An inventory and classification of the existing water quality of the Basin’s lakes, rivers, streams and
groundwater.
2. Additional monitoring and data collection of the rivers, streams, lakes and ground water quality.
3. Better understanding and control of the impacts of phosphorus, nitrogen, sediment, bacteria, and other
pollutants on the Basin’s water quality.
4. Better storm water management in the urbanizing areas of the Upper Mississippi River Basin.
5. Adequate wastewater treatment to protect water quality in the Upper Mississippi River Basin.
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6. Proper management of our ground water and source water resources, particularly the Mississippi River
as a source of water for the cities of St. Cloud, St. Paul and Minneapolis (approximately 1 million
people; 20 percent of the States residents).
7. Better feedlot management and the implementation of the rules and regulations for feedlots.
8. Adequate response to the emerging issues impacting water quality, such as hypoxia in the Gulf of
Mexico.
The MPCA’s stated storm water management goal is essentially the same as Bemidji’s: to minimize impacts
of storm water from existing and future storm water discharge areas on the waters of the Upper Mississippi
River Basin by implementing the storm water best management practices and the Phase II Storm Water
Program.
4.10.4 BEMIDJI WELLHEAD PROTECTION PLAN

The Bemidji Wellhead Protection Plan is primarily intended to meet the data requirements of the State of
Minnesota’s Wellhead Protection Program and to assist Bemidji in protecting its potable water supply by
providing data that facilitates Bemidji’s land use planning and well siting. There are five primary activities
associated with the Wellhead Protection Plan:
1. Delineation of well capture zones and travel times
2. Designating a Drinking Water Supply Management Area (DWSMA)
3. Conducting an aquifer vulnerability assessment
4. Identifying contamination sources within the DWSMA
5. Developing and implementing a plan to reduce the chances of drinking water contamination
The primary nexus of the Wellhead Protection Plan and this Surface Water Management Plan occurs within
the DWSMA. The infiltration standards presented in the SWMP specifically preclude infiltration within the
DWSMA, as a strategy to prevent accidental contamination of drinking water supplies. Outside the
DWSMA, groundwater travel times are sufficiently long that remediation can take place before a
contaminant travels any significant distance toward a municipal well.
4.11

WETLAND PROTECTION

The wetland protection concepts discussed below are not intended to be prescriptive and thus are not part
of Bemidji’s mandatory storm water management program. Rather, the concepts discussed below provide
an assessment of how wetlands react to urbanization and what design considerations help mitigate these
impacts. Recommendations for buffers around wetlands are also presented but not as a prescriptive
standard.
4.11.1 WETLAND SUSCEPTIBILITY

Wetlands are protected from impacts through Minnesota’s Wetland Conservation Act (WCA), for which the
Beltrami County SWCD acts as Bemidji’s agent. The wetland protection standards discussed here relate to
inundation and water level impacts from storm water that are not considered by WCA.
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A wetland’s sensitivity to storm water input is dependent on the wetland’s community type and the quality
of its plant community. Some wetlands (e.g., sedge meadows with carex species) are sensitive to
disturbance and will show signs of degradation unless water quality, bounce and duration are maintained
at existing conditions after construction. On the other hand, there are other wetlands (e.g., floodplain
forests) which are better adapted to handle the fluctuating water levels and influx of sediment often
associated with storm water.
Site visits to wetlands to determine their type usually include a determination of the wetland plant
community and floral diversity using the key provided the database management tool MnRAM, developed
by the Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources. According to MnRAM, wetlands have their
susceptibility to storm water impacts classified according to the following criteria:
Highly Susceptible: A wetland is considered highly susceptible if:
1. Forty percent or more of the wetland complex has a highly susceptible wetland community as shown in
Table 4.1 and;
2. The wetland community have medium to exceptional floral diversity/integrity.
Moderately Susceptible: A wetland is considered moderately susceptible if:
1. Forty percent or more of the wetland complex has a moderately susceptible wetland community as
shown in Table 4.1 and;
2. The wetland community have medium to exceptional floral diversity/integrity.
Slightly and Least Susceptible: Wetlands with low floral diversity, as determined by MnRAM, were
considered to be least susceptible wetlands. Wetlands that do no fall under the high, moderate, or least
susceptible categories are considered slightly susceptible. (Note: This category also includes wetlands or
wetland complexes that contain 40 percent floodplain forest, which is a slightly susceptible wetland
community, with medium to exceptional floral diversity.)
Table 4.1
Wetland Community Susceptibility to Storm Water Impacts
Highly Susceptible Wetland Communities*
Moderately Susceptible Wetland Communities*
Sedge Meadow
Low Prairies
Shrub-Carrs
Bogs
Coniferous Swamps
Alder Thickets
Coniferous Bogs
Hardwood Swamps
Fresh (wet) Meadows
Open Bogs
Seasonally Flooded Basins
Shallow Marsh
Calcareous Fens
Deep Marsh
* Wetland community determined using key provided in MnRAM Version 3.0
Specific storm water protection standards are listed in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
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4.11.2 WETLANDS AND WATER QUALITY

Water quality plays a significant role in the overall quality of a wetland. When the quality of the incoming
water declines, the wetland’s plant community may change to fewer numbers of species and retain only
those species that are tolerant of high nutrient and sediment loads. Once a wetland’s plant community is
changed, the wetland’s character and ecosystem will change, often to a less valuable system in terms of
biodiversity, habitat for wildlife, and aesthetic enjoyment. Pretreatment recommendations have been
developed to maintain the character of the wetland. BMPs can be used to accomplish the pretreatment
requirements given in Table 4.2.

Management Category
Highly Susceptible1
Moderately Susceptible
Slightly Susceptible
Least Susceptible

Table 4.2
Storm Water Protection Standards
Storm Water Phosphorus Pretreatment Recommendations
150 ppb2
200 ppb
200 ppb
250 ppb

1

Includes lakes, creeks, streams, and rivers (as defined by the USGS).
A multi-cell configuration with lower cell being a constructed wetland or infiltration basin is recommended to achieve these
levels of removal.

2

Table 4.2 is provided for reference purposes only. The City of Bemidji design guidance and standards
presented here provide for wetland protection that exceeds the minimum requirements of Table 4.2.
The best use of Table 4.2 is for projects where site constraints make it impossible to satisfy the City’s
design standards. Table 4.2 can then be used to determine the minimum standards necessary to protect
downstream receiving water.
4.11.3 WETLANDS AND WATER QUANTITY

In the recent past, surface water management plans have protected wetlands from nutrients but not water
fluctuations or duration. In fact, it was common to use wetlands to reduce flooding potential through sizing
storm sewer pipes to maximize bounce and detention time in wetlands.
This plan addresses storm water quantity impacts to wetlands by providing protection strategies to maintain
the existing integrity of the wetland through special protection strategies for highly, moderately, and slightly
susceptible rankings and are described in Table 4.3 below.

Hydroperiod Standard
Storm Bounce 100-year
Discharge Rate
Inundation Period for
1 & 2 yr precipitation event
Inundation Period for
10 yr precipitation event
Outlet control elevation
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Table 4.3
Wetland Quantity Standards
Highly
Moderately
Susceptible
Susceptible
Existing plus
Existing
0.5 feet
Existing
Existing
Existing plus
Existing
1 day
Existing plus
Existing
7 days
Existing

Existing

Slightly
Susceptible
Existing plus
1 foot
Existing or less
Existing plus
2 days
Existing plus
14 days
(0-2 ft above
existing overflow)

Least
Susceptible
No limit
Existing or less
Existing plus
7 days
Existing plus
21 days
(0-4 feet above
existing overflow)
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“Existing” in this chart means the existing hydrologic conditions. If there have been recent significant
changes in conditions, it means the conditions that established the current wetland.
4.11.4 WETLANDS AND THE USE OF BUFFERS

A wetland buffer is a vegetated area that surrounds a wetland and reduces negative impacts to wetlands
from adjacent development. The needs identified for the establishment of wetland buffers are related to the
functions that wetlands perform.
Wetland buffers can help mitigate potential development impacts to wetlands by reducing erosion by storm
water; filtering suspended solids, nutrients, and harmful substances; and moderating water level
fluctuations during storms. Buffers also provide essential wildlife habitat for feeding, roosting, breeding,
and rearing of young, and cover for safety, movement, and thermal protection for many species of birds and
animals.
As the buffer width increases, the effectiveness of removing sediments, nutrients, and other pollutants from
surface water increases. In additions, as buffer width increases, direct human impacts, such as dumped
debris (i.e., garbage, lawn and garden cuttings, or fill) and trampled vegetation will decrease. The Joint
Planning Ordinance calls for a 20-foot buffer around wetlands. Buffers larger than this are encouraged in
cases where protection of bird habitat is desirable (50 feet) or where protection of threatened, rare or
endangered species is needed (100 feet or more). The Wetland Conservation Act may require a different
minimum buffer width to obtain wetland credits. The most recent Wetland Conservation Act Rules should
be reviewed to determine the minimum buffer widths for credits.
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BEMIDJI – SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN

5

GOALS AND POLICIES

This section outlines goals and policies specific to surface water management in Bemidji. The specific
policies within each sub-section will guide implementation of the surface water management plan.
5.1

OVERALL GOALS

Goal 1: Volume Management
Goal 2: Water Quality
Goal 3: Water Quantity
Goal 4: Nondegradation
Goal 5: Lake and Wetland Management
Goal 6: Shoreland Management
Goal 7: Erosion and Sediment Control
Goal 8: Education and Communication
Goal 9: Regulation
Goal 10: Financial
5.1.1

GOAL 1: VOLUME MANAGEMENT

The City of Bemidji promotes the abstraction of storm water runoff to reduce loadings of phosphorus, total
suspended solids, and water volume to wetlands, lakes, and streams.
Discussion: Development creates new impervious surfaces that generate more runoff to wetlands, lakes
and streams. Development also leads to increased connectivity between drainage areas as landlocked and
partially landlocked areas have outlets built for improved drainage. The net effect of these activities is an
increase in pollutant loading and water volume loading to wetlands, lakes and streams.
Increased water volume loading causes erosion in streams and destroys vegetation in wetlands and lakes as
water levels begin to fluctuate more rapidly. The increased pollutant loadings make lakes and wetlands
more fertile leading to decreases in water clarity, nuisance algal blooms, and aesthetic impairments.
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Beyond the physical impacts to water resources, the City may find itself precluded from allowing increased
discharges due to nondegradation requirements being brought into the City’s NPDES permit and SWPPP.
Essentially, nondegradation requirements stipulate that increases in phosphorus, total suspended solids,
and water volume loadings over 1989 conditions must be mitigated for if this mitigation is prudent and
feasible. In the case of newly developing areas it is logical to assume that mitigation is prudent and feasible
and that no increase in loadings would thus be allowed.
At present, nondegradation requirements do not pertain to the City’s NPDES permit and SWPPP.
Strategy: A key strategy toward attaining this goal is the adoption of a volume management standard for
new development and redevelopment. This standard requires the abstraction of a 0.75-inch of runoff from
new impervious surface on development and redevelopment sites, and recommends the abstraction of 0.75
inch of runoff from existing impervious surfaces on the site to the extent that this is practical. The
expectation would be that any site that requires an NPDES construction site permit (site over one acre) and
that creates over one acre of new impervious surface, would be required to meet the volume management
standard. For site’s requiring a construction site permit but not creating more than one acre of new
impervious, a volume management system should be installed to the extent that it is practical or necessary
to prevent downstream flooding.
The means to achieving the abstraction could be reduced imperviousness, rainwater gardens, infiltration
trenches, green roofs, conservation dedication, tree planting, permeable pavements, directing impervious
areas onto grass areas etc.
Desired Outcomes: The desired outcome of the volume management goal is reduced pollutant and water
volume loadings to the City’s wetlands, lakes and streams. It should be emphasized that the desired goal is
not maintenance of existing conditions, but a reduction over existing conditions since a certain level of
impairment is already seen in the wetlands, lakes and streams to which the City discharges.
City of Bemidji Volume Management Policies:
Policy 1.1: New development projects shall install Best Management Practices (BMPs) and construct storm
water management facilities to reduce runoff volume in the post development condition.
Policy 1.2: The performance benchmark for runoff volume reduction, otherwise known as abstraction, is a
volume equivalent to 0.75 inches off all new impervious surfaces. BMPs for abstracting runoff volume and
methods for calculating abstraction are presented in the design standards section of this report.
Policy 1.4: Redevelopment projects within the Shoreland Flexibility Area subject to the shoreland
ordinance’s building setback requirements shall be subject to this volume management standard to the
extent that the building setback area provides a suitable location for volume management BMPs. To the
extent that the setback is characterized by steep slopes, natural features worth preserving, contaminated
soils etc., then the volume management standard shall be adjusted to reflect these site limitations.
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Policy 1.5: Redevelopment projects within the Shoreland Flexibility Area and subject to zero property line
setback shall not be required to meet these volume management standards. In such cases volume
management should be considered.
Policy 1.6: Redevelopment projects within the Shoreland Flexibility Area and not covered in either policy
1.4 or 1.5 shall provide volume management for all newly created impervious surface and shall retrofit
volume management to existing impervious surface to the extent practical.
Policy 1.7: City street reconstruction projects that do not create new impervious surface shall retrofit
include volume management BMPs wherever feasible.
Policy 1.8: The infiltration volume should be designed so that the 0.75-inch of infiltration occurs within 48
hours.
Policy 1.9: Pretreatment for infiltration areas is required. Pretreatment includes filter strips, small
sedimentation basins, grit chambers, environmental manholes, etc.
Policy 1.10: The bottom of infiltration systems must be separated no less than 3 feet from seasonally
saturated soils or bedrock.
Policy 1.11: Infiltration shall not occur within the Drinking Water Supply Management Area.
A map of the Shoreland Flexibility Area, as defined for applying these standards, is presented as Figure 5.1
at the end of this section.
5.1.2

GOAL 2: WATER QUALITY

The City of Bemidji adopts policies and standards that improve the water quality of wetlands, lakes and
streams over conditions evident in 2006. At a minimum the policies and standards maintain 2006
conditions.
Discussion: Water quality is loosely defined as the aesthetic, physical, chemical, and biological composition
of the surface water resources. The most common water quality impacts to wetlands are losses of biologic
diversity as seen in the plants that grow in the wetlands and the animals that frequent them. Phosphorus
and total suspended solids loads, as they increase, reduce the diversity of plant life. Water volume does this
too as more rapid fluctuations in water levels kill plants that cannot survive this rapidly varying hydrologic
regime.
For lakes, water quality impairments are often noted when reductions in water clarity or nuisance algal
blooms become evident. These aesthetic impacts result from chemical impacts due to increase loading of
phosphorus and TSS. For streams the most commonly noted impairment is streambank erosion as the
stream tries to adjust to higher flows and sediment loads.
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Strategy: Volume management is the primary strategy for improving water quality. Generally, meeting
volume management requirements means satisfying water quality requirements. In cases where volume
management requirements are waived or only partially met then the City’s water quality requirements
become more important. The City of Bemidji describes its water quality requirements in terms of a runoff
depth off impervious surfaces but treating this runoff depth relates specifically to removal rates for
Phosphorus (P) and Total Suspended Solids (TSS).
Desired Outcomes: The desired outcome of Bemidji’s water quality goal is a net improvement in the quality
of water discharges to the City’s wetlands, lakes and streams. It is important to choose desired outcomes
that are attainable. So, though it is desirable to improve the quality of water within the City’s wetlands,
lakes, and streams, it is sometimes difficult to measure whether this is actually occurring. The City can
control and measure improvements to the discharge and assume that, long term, these will also lead to
improvements in the surface water itself.
City of Bemidji Water Quality Policies:
Policy 2.1: The use of watershed Best Management Practices (BMPs) will be required to help minimize
pollutants in storm water runoff.
Policy 2.2: New water quality ponds will be designed and constructed to provide a water quality volume
equivalent to the runoff from a 2.5-inch rainfall event, or the requirements of the NPDES construction site
permit, whichever leads to higher treatment capacity. This runoff depth can be reduced by the amount of
infiltration depth obtained from the site. For instance, if the runoff from the 2.5-inch event totals 1.25
inches and the 0.75-inch infiltration depth is met then the water quality volume needed becomes 0.5 inch.
Policy 2.3: Newly constructed ponds shall include an outlet design allowing for extended detention of the
1 year rainfall event. The hydrograph duration for pond discharge should extend a minimum of 12 hours
for the 1 year event.
Policy 2.4: Generally, water quality volume occurs upstream of infiltration and serves as primary
sedimentation to protect infiltration areas.
Policy 2.5: Outlet skimming will be required in all constructed ponds and at outlets from wetlands in
select areas, at the discretion of the City Engineer. Skimming shall occur for up to the 2-year, 24-hour
event.
Policy 2.7: Redevelopment projects within the Shoreland Flexibility Area subject to the shoreland
ordinance’s building setback requirement shall provide water quality to the extent that the setback area
provides a suitable location for construction of water quality BMPs. To the extent that the setback area is
characterized by steep slopes, natural features worth preserving, contaminated soils etc., then the water
quality standard shall be adjusted to reflect these site limitations. In no case shall a reduction of the water
quality requirement put the redevelopment project below the water quality sizing criteria of the NDPES
construction site permit.
Policy 2.8: Redevelopment projects within the Shoreland Flexibility Area and subject to zero property line
setback shall not be required to meet the City’s water quality standards. In such cases water quality should
be considered.
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Policy 2.9: Redevelopment projects within the Shoreland Flexibility Area and not covered in either policy
2.7 or 2.8 shall provide water quality for all areas of site disturbance and shall retrofit water quality to
existing areas to the extent practical.
Policy 2.10: City street reconstruction projects that do not create new impervious surface shall retrofit
water quality BMPs wherever feasible.
Policy 2.11: Open water ponds (typically those with a permanent pool depth greater than 3 feet) are
precluded within airport runway clear zones.
5.1.3

GOAL 3: WATER QUANTITY

The City of Bemidji maintains or reduces existing flows to its wetlands, lakes and streams through a rate
control policy.
Discussion: Chapter 22 (Subdivisions) of the Bemidji Code includes standards related to drainage.
Sec. 22-33.(i) reads:

A complete and adequate drainage system for the subdivision shall be designed and shall include a
storm sewer system or a system of open ditches, culverts, pipes, and catchbasins, or both systems.
Such system shall be designed in conformity with all applicable city standards and so as to meet with
the city’s approval.
The current City Code gives the City leeway to apply the standards of this SWMP in reviewing and
approving drainage plans for subdivisions.
Historically, the standard of care for rate control has been to control post development discharge rates to
predevelopment or existing rates. Very often the comparison includes rates for a range of rainfall events like
the 2-year, 10-year, and 100-year recurrence 24-hour rainfalls. Some cities also analyze discharge rates for
long duration snowmelt and rainfall events. More commonly, the snowmelt and longer duration rainfall
events, such as the 100-year 10-day rainfall, are not used to compare existing and proposed conditions so
much as they are used to determine the risk of flooding in the post development condition.
The difficulty in applying the “existing conditions” benchmark is that existing conditions is open to
interpretation. Even in an agricultural setting the use of land varies over time. Fields once in small grains
may convert to a corn and soybean rotation and this conversion affects how the landscape generates
runoff. Similarly, land once in rotation may currently be in conservation with an attendant reduction in
runoff potential over the landscape.
The agricultural landscape’s ability to generate runoff also changes over the course of the year. In the
spring, streams swell with agricultural runoff from fallow fields. In late summer, the same rainfall depths
that fill the streams in spring cause barely a trickle due to abstraction from mature crops. Standard practice
in defining existing conditions has been to assume average conditions between the two extremes of spring
and late summer. The problem with average conditions is that represents that runoff potential of the land
only for a small portion of the year and underestimates runoff potential for spring and overestimates runoff
potential for late summer.
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Bemidji’s water quantity strategy is to take the guesswork out of defining existing conditions by setting
performance benchmarks for development and redevelopment projects. Though the performance
benchmarks are based on existing conditions, they do not necessarily represent existing conditions for any
particular property, when taken in isolation. Rather, the performance benchmarks represent existing
conditions for many properties in aggregate and thus represent flows, when proportioned to area,
commonly seen in large watersheds.
Strategy: Bemidji’s primary strategy in controlling discharge rates from development and redevelopment
projects is to require that these projects not increase discharge rate over the City’s performance benchmarks
detailed in the policies below and repeated in the City’s design standards and developer’s guide.
Desired Outcomes: Bemidji’s attaining its water quantity goal is to not increase discharge rates to its
wetlands, lakes, and streams. This makes it easier to maintain existing shorelines, stream banks and
vegetation.
City of Bemidji Water Quantity Policies:
Policy 3.1: Trunk storm sewers that serve as elements of the trunk system shall be designed with capacity
for 100-year ponded outflows plus 10-year directly connected flows. Channels and ravines that serve as
elements of the trunk system shall be designed with capacity for 100-year ponded outflows plus 100-year
directly connected flows. The City’s freeboard requirements are applied to the 100-year elevations of these
channels and ravines.
Policy 3.2: In addition to the 10-year and 100-year ponded flow primary capacity, the conveyance system
shall provide capacity in excess of the 100-year event in the form of overland overflow routes or adequate
surface storage volume. This surface storage volume consists of storage in street low points, within
ditches, or in other transient ponding areas.
Policy 3.3: Detention basins must be designed with capacity for the critical 100-year event. At a
minimum, detention basins must meet Bemidji’s discharge rate requirements as detailed in the design
standards.

Definition: The 100-year critical event is the 100-year event that produces the highest water level among
the 24-hour rainfall event, the 10-day rainfall event, and the 7.2-inch runoff event.
Policy 3.4: The maximum duration for rainfall critical event analysis shall be 24 hours except in cases
where basins are landlocked, where both a back to back 24-hour event and a 10-day 7.2-inch runoff
event shall also be used. In all cases a hydrograph method of analysis shall be used. For the 24-hour
rainfall event, or back to back 24-hour rainfall events, an SCS Type II distribution should be used. For
shorter duration critical events other distributions may be used with the approval of the City Engineer.

Definition: Landlocked basins are those where no outlet exists below proposed or existing structures.
Regarding policies 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4: For systems designed and implemented prior to this SWMP,
conveyance capacity and storage requirements may not conform to the requirements contained here.
These policy statements in no way imply that the City intends to unilaterally upgrade these existing
systems.

Policy 3.5: All drainage system analyses and designs shall be based on proposed full development land
use patterns.
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Policy 3.6: The following items shall be considered in the management of landlocked basins:
a. The flood levels established for landlocked basins shall take into consideration the effects of
water level fluctuations on trees, vegetation, erosion, and property values. Steeply sloped
shorelines subject to slope failure and shoreline damage should not be in contact with
floodwaters for extended periods of time.
b. The capacity of proposed outlets to landlocked basins should not be so small as to cause
extended duration of High Water Levels that would result in damage to upland vegetation.
c. Only the existing tributary area may discharge to a landlocked basin, unless a provision has been
made for an outlet from the basin or the right to augmented storage within the basin has been
secured through purchase or easement, except in cases where adverse impacts to vegetation
would occur. The form of outlet may range from temporary pumps to gravity storm sewers.
The outlet shall be implemented before increased water levels are likely to affect vegetation,
slope stability, and property values.
Policy 3.7: When development occurs adjacent to a landlocked basin and the basin is not provided an
outlet, freeboard should be determined based on one of three methods (whichever provides for the
highest freeboard elevation):
1. Two feet above the HWL determined by modeling back to back 100-year, 24-hour events or a 7.2inch runoff event, whichever produces the higher HWL
2. Three feet above the highest known water level
3. Five feet above the HWL determined by modeling a single 100-year, 24-hour event
When modeling landlocked basins, the starting water surface elevation should be the basin’s Ordinary
High Water elevation. This is typically available from the DNR. In cases where it is not some reasonable
approximation of it must be obtained by field survey and modeling. Additionally, continuous simulation of
average annual rainfall conditions will also provide insight into whether significant, adverse impact to
vegetation would occur due to development around the landlocked basin.

Definition: Freeboard is the vertical separation between the HWL of the simulated rainfall or runoff event
and the lowest ground elevation adjacent to a structure.
Policy 3.8: For basins with a suitable outlet, freeboard will be 2 feet above the HWL determined by
modeling the 100-year critical event. Emergency overflows a minimum of 1.5 feet below the lowest
ground elevation adjacent to a structure should also be provided.
Policy 3.9: Adjacent to channels, creeks, and ravines freeboard will also be 2 feet to the 100-year critical
event elevation.
Policy 3.10: At a minimum redevelopment projects must not exceed existing rates of discharge for the 2,
10 and 100-year events. Wherever feasible the City will look for reductions over existing discharge rates
for redevelopment projects.

Policy 3.11: Redevelopment projects within the Shoreland Flexibility Area subject to the shoreland
ordinance’s building setback requirement shall provide rate control to the full extent of these requirements
provided that the setback area provides a suitable location for construction of rate control BMPs. To the
extent that the setback area is characterized by steep slopes, natural features worth preserving,
contaminated soils etc., then the rate control standard shall be adjusted to reflect these site limitations.
In no case shall a development or redevelopment project increase the discharge rate from a site.
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Policy 3.12: Redevelopment projects within the Shoreland Flexibility Area and subject to zero property line
setback shall maintain existing discharge rates for the 1, 10, and 100-year rainfall events.
Policy 3.13: Redevelopment projects within the Shoreland Flexibility Area and not covered in either policy
3.11 or 3.12 shall meet the City’s rate control design standard for all newly created impervious surface
and shall retrofit rate control to existing impervious surface to the extent practical.
Policy 3.14: City street reconstruction projects that do not create new impervious surface shall retrofit rate
control wherever feasible.
Policy 3.15: Bemidji will make storm water management decisions informed as to the potential for
adverse downstream impacts. The City will review developments and manage its storm water system so
that development, redevelopment, and other infrastructure projects do not overtax the existing
downstream storm water system.
5.1.4

GOAL 4: NONDEGRADATION

The City of Bemidji shall improve the quality of the City’s and regions surface water resources by, whenever
feasible, decreasing phosphorous, total suspended solids and water volume discharge. At a minimum the
City’s nondegradation goal calls for no increase in phosphorus, total suspended solids, and water volume
discharge over current conditions.
Discussion: As part of changes to the NPDES Phase II MS4 program, the Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency selected 30 Cities to modify their MS4 Permit SWPPPs to meet nondegradation for three
parameters:
1. Annual average flow volume
2. Total suspended solids
3. Phosphorus
A general process for this effort and the MPCA’s review and approval of the nondegradation submittals is
outlined in the newly revised MS4 General Permit. The modifications required of the 30 Cities could
eventually be applied to all NPDES MS4 permittees including Bemidji.
Even though nondegradation requirements do not yet apply to Bemidji, City goals 1, 2, and 3 above define
a nondegradation policy. Goal 4 recasts the preceding goals by placing them in a regulatory context. When
thinking of where goals 1, 2, and 3 lead the City it is important to distinguish the City’s desire to improve
its surface water resources, independent of external regulation, and the potential regulation itself –
regulation that requires the City to improve its surface water resources.
Strategies: Bemidji’s nondegradation strategy is to maintain or reduce phosphorus, total suspended solids,
and water volume loads to public waters and public watercourses.
Desired Outcomes: Though difficult to measure, the desired outcome is improvement to the public waters
and watercourses to which the City discharges. In the regulatory context, the desired outcome is to be
meeting the nondegradation requirements of the NPDES permit prior to them being applied to the City.
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City of Bemidji Nondegradation Policies:
Policy 4.1: The City will begin reviewing developments in the context of nondegradation and will apply
such BMPs as necessary to maintain or reduce current phosphorous, total suspended solids loads and
water volume loads.
Policy 4.2: The City will endeavor to retrofit treatment when opportunities present themselves in public
projects and redevelopment projects.
Policy 4.3: From this point forward, the nondegradation strategies of no increase in P, TSS and water
volume shall, as much as practical, pertain to discharge to public waters and public watercourses and shall
not solely be considered on a city-wide basis.
5.1.5

GOAL 5: LAKE AND WETLAND MANAGEMENT

The City of Bemidji manages time of inundation, bounce and water quality to lakes and wetlands within its
jurisdiction so that lake and wetland function and values are preserved. The City regulates wetlands in its
role as Local Government Unit for the Wetland Conservation Act, according to the requirements of that Act.
Discussion: Minnesota regulates wetlands through the Wetland Conservation Act. The following is
excerpted from the Board of Water and Soil Resources website (www.bwsr.state.mn.us) and provides a
synopsis of the Act.

In 1991, reacting to public concern about Minnesota’s disappearing wetlands, the Minnesota
Legislature approved and Governor Arne Carlson signed the Wetland Conservation Act, one of the
most sweeping wetlands protection laws in the county.
Local government units – cities, counties, watershed management organizations, soil and water
conservation districts, and townships – implement the act locally. The Minnesota Board of Water and
Soil Resources administers the act statewide, and the Department of Natural Resources enforces it.
To retain the benefits of wetlands and reach the legislation’s goal of no-net-loss of wetlands, the
Wetland Conservation Act requires anyone proposing to drain, fill, or excavate a wetland first to try to
avoid disturbing the wetland; second, to try to minimize any impact on the wetland; and, finally, to
replace any lost wetland acres, functions, and values. Certain wetland activities are exempt from the
act, allowing projects with minimal impact or projects located on land where certain pre-established
land uses are present to proceed without regulation.
Strategy: To attain its lake and wetland management goal, Bemidji will continue in its role as the LGU for
the Wetland Conservation Act and will augment its development review and approval process to include
consideration of lake and wetland functions and values and the impact development may have on these.
Desired Outcomes: The City of Bemidji intends that its lake and wetland management activities result in no
net loss of lake and wetlands and no substantive degradation in lake and wetland function and values over
current conditions.
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City of Bemidji Lake and Wetland Management Policies:
Policy 5.1: Bemidji will continue to act as the local government unit responsible for enforcing the Wetland
Conservation Act of 1991.
Policy 5.2: The Beltrami County SWCD shall remain as the administrator of the Wetland Conservation Act
for the City of Bemidji.
Policy 5.3: The City of Bemidji discourages wetland disturbance. Wetlands must not be drained or filled,
wholly or partially, unless replaced by restoring, enhancing, or creating wetland areas of an equal public
value, as permitted by the Wetland Conservation Act. Wetland sequencing will be strictly followed where
Bemidji protects wetlands as follows:
• First priority is to avoid the impact
• Where the impact cannot be avoided, then the impact must be minimized
• Where the impact cannot be avoided, then the impact must be mitigated
Policy 5.4: Restrict clearing and grading within close proximity of the wetland boundary to provide for a
protective buffer strip of natural vegetation to promote infiltration of sediment and nutrients. In the event
that grading occurs close to the wetland boundary native plant materials shall be reestablished as a buffer
strip.
Policy 5.5: Require that a wetland assessment be prepared for any project that includes a wetland.
Minnesota Routine Assessment Methodology for evaluating wetland functions and values (current version
3.0 but as updated in the future) is the required method of assessment.
Policy 5.6: The City of Bemidji considers proposed wetland impacts in light of the potential these impacts
may have toward fragmenting valuable wetland habitat.
5.1.6

GOAL 6: SHORELAND MANAGEMENT

The City of Bemidji intends to manage shoreland to provide flexibility in downtown redevelopment while
improving the quality and decreasing both rate and volume of storm water discharged to Lake Bemidji,
Lake Irving, Grass Lake, and the Mississippi River.
Discussion: Redevelopment of the Bemidji downtown area provides the opportunity to retrofit water
quality, abstraction, and rate control to properties that currently provide none of these storm water
management features. In most cases full implementation of these features, as prescribed in this plan for
development projects in currently undeveloped areas, if applied downtown would fundamentally alter the
look of downtown. In fact, full implementation of the controls described in this SWMP would create a
downtown that appeared more suburban in character. To avoid the suburbanization of downtown, some
flexibility is necessary in applying storm water management requirements to the downtown area.
Additionally, some creativity is required. In a subsequent section this SWMP describes various BMP’s and
their applications. This discussion also highlights BMP’s appropriate for downtown redevelopment.
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Chapter 28, Article 9 of the Bemidji City Code constitutes the City’s Shoreland Management Ordinance.
The requirements of this ordinance apply to what is termed the Downtown Business District or the Flexibility
Area, which is the area of downtown where special provisions and allowances are needed so as to maintain
the downtowns historic character. In granting this flexibility in applying shoreland controls to downtown,
the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources is looking for water quality, abstraction, and rate control
requirements for other areas outside of downtown.
Strategy: Bemidji’s strategy regarding shoreland protection is to apply the SWMP requirements for
abstraction or volume management, water quality, and rate control as detailed in these goals and policies
and the design standards that follow from them. In the “Flexibility Area,” as defined in the City’s shoreland
ordinance, Bemidji will endeavor to retrofit storm water management to redevelopment projects. In the
“Flexibility Area” the standard of care will be the maximum extent practical while retaining the unique
urban features of the downtown area. This strategy allows for partial implementation of this Plan’s storm
water management requirements in the “Flexibility Area”.
In return for density and imperviousness flexibility from the Minnesota DNR, the City provides the volume
management, water quality, and rate control requirements of this SWMP to other areas of the City.
Desired Outcomes: Bemidji envisions the following for the “Flexibility Area”:
•

Maintenance of downtown character as determined by its unique combination of historic buildings and
building density and height.

•

Reduction in runoff volume,

•

Improvement in water quality discharge, and

•

Reduction in discharge rate, all to the maximum extent practical.

City of Bemidji Shoreland Management Policies:
Policy 6.1: The City will promote the restoration of native riparian vegetation on projects adjacent to
public waters and public watercourses, particularly for projects within designated shoreland districts.
Policy 6.2: Bemidji will promote restoration of shoreland to native vegetation and establishment of buffer
strips on privately owned riparian property.
Policy 6.3: In order to promote riparian restoration the City will support and promote the Beltrami County
SWCD program for private landowners wishing to restore their own shoreland areas to native vegetation.
Policy 6.4: The City will review redevelopment and development in the “Flexibility Area” and recommend
volume management, water quality, and rate control strategies that improve site discharge without
changing the character of the downtown area.
Policy 6.5: The City will allow higher density and imperviousness for development in the downtown or
“Flexibility Area,” than generally allowed by the City’s Shoreland Ordinance.
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Policy 6.6: Within areas subject to the City’s Shoreland Ordinance, site improvement projects cannot
create new impervious surfaces such that:
1. Total impervious area within the Shore Impact Zone increases beyond 5%,
2. Total impervious area between the Shore Impact Zone and Building Setback increases beyond
15%, and
3. Total impervious area for the lot or site as a whole increases beyond 25%,
unless volume management, water quality, and rate control BMPs are implemented that obtain effective
impervious areas of 5%, 15%, or 25% (according to the zones described above). In the Downtown
Flexibility Area this policy will be applied to the extent feasible while allowing for the unique density
necessary for the downtown area.
5.1.7

GOAL 7: EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL

The City of Bemidji prevents, to the greatest extent possible, sediment from construction sites from entering
the City’s surface water resources. The City repairs erosion problems on City owned property and issues
orders for private landowners to do the same when erosion problems become a downstream nuisance.
Discussion: Erosion from construction sites results in sediment being transported to lakes wetlands and
streams. Besides causing aesthetic impairments, this sediment can reduce the storage available for storage
and conveyance. Furthermore, removing sediment from City storm sewer and ponds is costly. A robust
erosion control program can help reduce this City expenditure.
Strategy: Erosion and sediment control starts with development review, so a major component of the City’s
erosion control strategy involves requiring an erosion and sediment control plan and thoroughly reviewing
this plan during the development review process. The second leg of a successful erosion and sediment
control strategy is inspection. Inspection need not be full time but should occur periodically and after any
rainfall. The third leg is ordinance. By implementing an erosion and sediment control ordinance the City
adds additional powers of enforcement to the strategy.
Desired Outcomes: The City of Bemidji desires to control temporary sources of sediment such as
construction sites and identify, minimize, and correct sediment sources that are not directly related to land
disturbing activities.
City of Bemidji’s Erosion and Sediment Control Policies:
Policy 7.1: Bemidji will regulate new development, redevelopment, and other land disturbing activities
through an erosion and sediment control ordinance.
Policy 7.2: Bemidji will review development plans for erosion control and expects that development plans
include an erosion control sheet that demonstrates both temporary and permanent erosion control
features.
Policy 7.3: In order to address current erosion concerns, the City will begin programming erosion repair
into its projected storm water utility funding.
Bemidji is in the process of adopting a new erosion and sediment control ordinance.
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5.1.8

GOAL 8: EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION

Inform and educate the public concerning urban storm water management and the problems pollutants
cause if allowed to enter into Bemidji’s water resources.
Discussion: An active and consistent education and communication program can generate support for the
City’s storm water management initiatives. Bemidji will find it important to cater communications to
different audiences. Some prospective audiences include:
•

City residents

•

City staff

•

Developers

Education can play an important role in any effort to implement a storm water management program like
the one outlined in this SWMP. The objectives of an education effort are different, depending on the target
audience.
Strategy: City staff has a wide range of responsibilities for implementing this plan.
These include:
•

Implementing street sweeping and spill response programs.

•

Maintaining detention basin/storm water management pond performance and system operability.

•

Planning for and management of projects to enhance pollutant removal performance, wetland quality,
etc.

•

Carrying out grounds maintenance of City-owned lands/facilities in a way that sets a good example for
residents.

•

Utilizing BMPs in application of ice control material.

•

Application of Best Management Practice policies and regulations to new and redevelopment projects.

•

Planning and delivering education programs.

•

Working out cooperative arrangements with regulatory and non-regulatory organizations to achieve
SWMP objectives.

•

Assisting the City Council in the application of the SWMP policies.

This Plan’s strategy is for City Staff to understand how the Plan can assist them in performing their duties.
In order to obtain the necessary political and economic support for successful SWMP implementation, it is
vital to inform City residents about basic storm water management and water quality concepts, policies and
recommendations in the SWMP, and the progress of storm water management efforts.
The City keeps residents informed of storm water and other environmental issues particularly regarding
volunteer opportunities, proper lawn care practices, and recycling and hazardous waste management
information. The City website is a clearing house for information on storm water management and will be
updated to provide storm water management articles and contact numbers for reporting illicit discharges
and other storm water related complaints.
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As the City incorporates innovative storm water management practices into both municipal and private
development projects, it will use these projects to highlight the benefit of certain storm water management
practices. It is important that residents know about these projects (including how they were funded) so that
they develop an awareness that the City is being responsive to the public interest in protecting high priority
resources and that dedicated financial resources such as revenue from the storm water utility are being put
to good use.
The SWMP is designed to provide the official policy direction that City staff and the City Council desire to
guide storm water mitigation for new and redevelopment projects. The information contained within this
Plan is disseminated to City developers and their consulting engineers as early as possible in the
development review process through the City of Bemidji Design Standards and Developer’s Guide, a special
section of this report. In this way, developers know what is expected of them and can consider the
requirements in their initial assessments of the site as well as incorporate the necessary BMPs in any
subsequent designs.
While dissemination of information is valuable, there is no substitute for a meeting between key City staff
and the developer as early as possible in the review process.
This helps define expectations for submittals, clarify regulatory compliance issues, and provide additional
detailed guidance. Developers are encouraged to do this as soon as possible after they have reviewed the
SWMP information and thought about how it applies to their site.
Desired Outcomes: City staff members are trained to have a basic understanding of the SWMP, including:
•

A description of the major storm water management issues (including known storm water
management problem areas, storm water management expectations for new and re-development
projects, and incorporation of storm water mitigation into capital improvement projects, and regulatory
jurisdictions).

•

The objectives of the SWMP and the general approach outlined in the SWMP for resolution of these
issues.

•

The responsibilities of the different work units in implementing the SWMP.

•

The information the SWMP provides.

•

Identification of in-house experts.

City residents understand the importance of storm water management both for the preservation of the
area’s natural heritage and also as a result of current regulation at the State and Federal level.
City developers understand the purpose of Bemidji’s new storm water management requirements and are
able to interpret these and apply the fundamental principles to the design of their sites.
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City of Bemidji Education and Communication Policies:
Policy 8.1: The City of Bemidji will enact a public education program with the following objectives:
1. Raise awareness of storm water management problems and solutions,
2. Promote community ownership of lakes,
3. Recognize responsible parties and actions to date,
4. Merge public feedback into program execution.
Policy 8.2: The City of Bemidji shall enact a public education and outreach program to satisfy the
minimum control measures identified in the City’s NPDES permit. The content of this, as outlined in the
City’s MS4 permit, includes postings on the City website and in the City newsletter, storm water
brochures, and includes close coordination with outside entities.
5.1.9

GOAL 9: REGULATION

The City of Bemidji will use tools such as ordinance, design standards, and its developer’s guide to ensure
that its surface water management goals are achieved.
Discussion: The City’s regulatory program adapts to changes in the City’s goals and changes in regulation
at the State and Federal level. This Surface Water Management Plan proposes the following changes to the
current regulatory program:
1. Erosion and Sediment Control Ordinance
2. Wetland Ordinance
3. Storm water Management Ordinance
4. City of Bemidji Design Standards and Developer’s Guide
5. Storm water management plans for every development proposal
Strategy: Bemidji will utilize its regulatory program to cost-effectively manage land use to achieve its storm
water management goals.
Desired Outcomes: Amended regulatory controls within two years of the adoption of this Plan.
City of Bemidji Regulation Policies:
Policy 9.1: The City of Bemidji shall use the design standards contained in this SWMP and its updates, as
well as the developer’s guide that accompanies this SWMP, as the primary source for guidance and
performance criteria in the design and implementation of storm water management facilities.
Policy 9.2: Developer’s may be required to submit an escrow payment to the City to defray the cost of City
review of development proposals.
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5.1.10 GOAL 10: FINANCIAL

The City of Bemidji will use its storm water drainage utility to fund improvements to its existing system.
New storm water management facilities required by new development shall be funded by the development
itself or by assessment to the benefiting properties.
Discussion: Article VII of the City Code (Utilities, Section 26) establishes and sets parameters for Bemidji’s
storm water drainage utility. Similar to charges for sanitary and water utilities, the storm water drainage
utility operates under the premise that the availability of storm sewer is a benefit to residents and
businesses and a cost to the City and that the cost should be recovered through the utility charge.
Historically, Cities have funded storm water drainage improvements and maintenance through their general
fund. A benefit to the storm water drainage utility is that tax exempt property pays into the utility. Another
benefit to the utility is that funds collected go directly to maintaining and improving the drainage system.
Historically, the storm water utility has funded the following:
•

Pond dredging

•

Storm sewer system replacement and repair

•

NPDES permit and preparation of the SWPPP

•

Street sweeping

•

Retrofitting treatment to existing areas (ponds and other BMPs)

•

Salt and sand storage improvements

•

Cost share new storm sewer in developments

Strategy: This SWMP provides the City a storm water Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) and overall
Implementation Plan. The CIP guides future utility spending for capital projects. The Implementation Plan
incorporates spending for programs, permits, and studies. Combined with current expenditures for
maintenance, Bemidji can plan future increases to the utility rates. Bemidji will revise its storm water CIP
and Implementation Plan on an annual basis and, as part of this annual update, will re-analyze the impact
to the storm water drainage utility.
Desired Outcomes: Development pays its own way except in cases of redevelopment where storm water
drainage utility funds may be used to retrofit water quality, abstraction, or rate control to an existing area.
The storm water drainage utility will only be used to fund ongoing maintenance and repair and to retrofit
water quality, abstraction, or rate control to existing areas. Ultimately, all expenditures will be carefully
planned so that Bemidji’s surface waters see incremental improvements without overburdening existing
residents and businesses.
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City of Bemidji Financial Policies:
Policy 10.1: The City of Bemidji will use its storm water utility fund to periodically construct improvements
to improve the water quality, increase abstraction, and reduce discharge rate from existing, developed
areas.
Policy 10.2: In cases of development and redevelopment activities the City will collect money necessary
from the development to construct downstream facilities as needed to meet the requirements of this SWMP
and those of City Code.
Policy 10.3: The City of Bemidji storm water utility fund is not to be used to construct facilities that serve
new development except in cases of redevelopment of existing areas where the intent of the utility fund
expenditure is to retrofit water quality, abstraction, or rate reduction to an area that would not otherwise
be required to construct such facilities.
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Figure 5.1 - Shoreland Flexibility Area
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